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Foreword
I am honoured to have been invited to contribute a foreword to this second volume of case studies. I recently
met some Year 11 students at Torquay Academy. They are terrific advocates for the school. They told me that
the best thing about the school is ‘its teachers’. They extolled the consistently high quality of their teaching and
personal support and counted themselves very fortunate to be students here. The students also recognised and
respected the time and effort invested in the ongoing professional development of staff so as to refine teaching
and learning. Uniquely, in my experience of talking to teenage students, they could think of no ‘even better if…’
suggestions for the school.
The Principal’s avowed belief that every student could go to university is symptomatic of a school that is
passionately committed to ‘success for all’. Stunning examination results, exceptional value added scores,
better attendance, greatly reduced incidence of exclusions and – not least - the evidence that every student in
Key Stage 3 is reading at least five times a week, are among the indicators of a hard-working, high-achieving
and well-led school. These informative and inspiring case studies show some of the well-conceived strategies
that underlie the school’s success. They are written by expert leaders who clearly work as a cohesive team in a
culture of high expectations and mutual trust. The case studies give some clues as to why the school has taken
off in the last two or three years and is flying high. Per ardua ad astra applies as much to Torquay Academy as
to the Royal Air Force. I commend the case studies to a wide readership.
Peter Matthews OBE, PhD, FRSA
Visiting Professor, University College London - Institute of Education

Introduction
This is our second set of case studies that describe the journey of Torquay Academy. Our results in 2015 saw
an increase in the 5 ACEM percentage of 22% to 50%; in 2016 this rose a further 12% to 62%. Our (unvalidated)
Progress 8 score is 0.59 placing us as one of the 5 highest performing schools in the South West. 2016 also saw
the school move from Requires Improvement to Good in every respect.
Again these case studies have not been written as a how-to guide or with any belief this is the right or only way
to lead a school; it is a number of reflective case studies that outline the approach we took. It worked for our
students and staff during 2015-16 at Torquay Academy; there are things we would do differently if we had our
time again. The circumstances faced by every other school will be different to ours.
The ideas are certainly not all new and we owe a great debt to all of the leaders who have been so generous
with their time in supporting and welcoming us into their schools.
Steve Margetts
Principal
September 2016
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Focus upon developing the Senior and Middle
Leaders
Steve Margetts, Principal
“Middle leaders have an essential role in translating the
school's vision into practice and are often described as
the 'engine room' of school improvement” SSAT

“Leaders to own and have absolute responsibility for
monitoring their areas”.
To ensure leaders could exercise effectively that
absolute responsibility I would have to ensure three
things. Firstly, there were systems and processes in
place that would enable them to do so; this was achieved
last year as we established a culture in the school where
clear lines of sight were established and systems were
overhauled or rewritten. Secondly, I would have to
ensure that there was true distribution of leadership and
effective delegation of responsibility and tasks. Thirdly,
leaders at all levels would have the skills to lead their
areas.

Last year I wrote about establishing a vision and culture
for Torquay Academy; this was built upon the core
beliefs of everyone succeeds and that every student who
attends Torquay Academy has the ability to go on to
university. This year I will outline the importance of
developing the school’s senior and middle leaders to
ensure our vision and culture is fully embedded at every
level.
Our 3 year plan to become an excellent school is
prominently displayed in the heart of the school to
ensure all members of the school community are aware
of our priorities for the year. This transparency has led
to wide ranging conversations with staff, students,
parents and governors; it ensures there is an absolute
clarity of our goals for the year. Our WIG (wildly
important goal) for Leadership and Management was for

As a school we take responsibility for our own
development. At a teaching level that meant having
colleagues trained to deliver Teach Like a Champion
workshops. For leadership training I wanted to secure
the best possible person who could work with us. I am
fortunate to be coached by Andy Buck and I was able to
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persuade him to come down from London to work with
us on a regular basis.

The SMLT Focus Groups was an open invitation to all
senior and middle leaders and they would form teams to
look at some of the areas highlighted at our Leadership
Seminar.

We set up four additional twilight sessions for all senior
and middle leaders and an overnight seminar on a Friday
going into Saturday. Going forwards this group became
known as our SMLT (Senior and Middle Leadership
Team). There was a common theme in each of the
sessions as we reviewed the key areas of leadership that
Andy and I wanted to embed with our leaders, but there
would also be a focus on something they could use the
next day, for example, difficult conversations and
explaining your strengths with evidence.

During the next session with Andy in January we used
Armit Varma’s tool to rank each of the identified areas
based upon the size of impact and the ease of
implementation. This would enable us to have a clear
rationale of the areas that the SMLT focus groups would
be working on.

We held the SMLT Leadership Seminar in December and
one of the tasks was to look for different areas that we
could look at to improve the school further, the list of
areas were:


















Key Stage 3 and Ofsted’s wasted years report
Use of student work to gain a better
understanding of exam success
Ofsted’s most able report
Use of PLCs / Covey Scoreboards / QLAs
Literacy across the curriculum
Raising outcomes in Y11
Reward systems
How to increase the numbers going to university
Homework – quality of, setting, collecting and
consequences
Growth Mindsets. How to engender a love of
learning?
Identifying and reducing gaps (excluding PP)
Reducing the PP gap
Parental engagement
Working smarter and solving the time
conundrum including marking smarter
Joint practice development of T&L cycles
Curriculum Enrichment Week
SATs retakes

The results of the prioritizing task were as follows:
Key Stage 3 and Ofsted’s
wasted years report
Use of student work to gain
a better understanding of
exam success
Ofsted’s most able report
Use of PLCs / Covey
Scoreboards / QLAs
Literacy across the
curriculum
Raising outcomes in Y11
Reward systems
How to increase the
numbers going to university
Homework – quality of,
setting, collecting and
consequences
Growth Mindsets. How to
engender a love of learning?
Identifying and reducing
gaps (excluding PP)
Reducing the PP gap
Parental engagement
Working smarter and
solving the time conundrum
including marking smarter
Joint practice development
of T&L cycles
Curriculum Enrichment
Week
SATs retakes

It was clear to me that there was great power and ability
in our leaders and it was my responsibility to find a way
of harnessing it better.
A key part of the solution was to change how our senior
team met. At the time we met weekly for two hours
every Monday after school (in addition to a daily 20
minute briefing). My plan was to bring in a new rota of
meetings:






Week 1 – Full SLT
Week 2 – SLT working parties (SLT split into two
to enable more in-depth discussions: Curriculum
and Narrowing the Gap, and T&L and
Safeguarding).
Week 3 – Full SLT
Week 4 – SMLT Focus Groups.
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CONSIDER

This provided a useful framework for the discussion
about which areas the SMLT focus groups could work on.
Some areas had already been picked up, therefore there
was no need to replicate that work. We eventually
decided upon five areas for work:






Underpinning all of these processes is our coaching
programme. Every member of teaching staff is coached
weekly (apart from SLT who have biweekly coaching) to
leverage a positive change in their teaching practice.
Leaders also have leadership coaching during this
session.

Key Stage 3 and Ofsted’s wasted years report
Ofsted’s most able report
Use of PLCs / Covey Scoreboards / QLAs
Homework – quality of, setting, collecting and
consequences
Growth Mindsets. How to engender a love of
learning?

Each SMLT focus group is led by a non-SLT member and
they are responsible for assigning outcomes. The SMLT
meetings start with us all together before breaking into
the focus groups. Having only had SMLT meetings
formally for two terms I have been delighted with the
impact they have had; there has already been great
change leveraged. In May the leads for each group
presented their plans for the following year to whole
staff to ensure they were aware of the changes that were
to be implemented, which include:







A new KS3 curriculum based upon challenge and
improving knowledge
Improving transition between KS2 and 3 to
eliminate the “dip”
The introduction of a High Performance
Academy
Developing the use of trackers to support super
teaching week and our interventions
Homework to be rigorously set with
standardized tasks at KS3. Knowledge organisers
will feature in all Year groups
We will build upon the use of growth mindsets
and give staff training time to its use

I have also tried to provide leaders at all levels with the
opportunity to undertake new experiences and work
with other schools. We signed up to Challenge Partners
and four members of SLT have trained to undertake
reviews. During our own review all senior and academic
middle leaders undertook paired observations.
By joining the South West Teaching School Alliance
(SWTSA) this year our leaders have access to networks of
colleagues from partner schools. Exposing our leaders to
this best practice is also having a visible impact.
Two middle leaders have become Leadership Fellows
this year. This is a two year programme, with a highly
competitive application process, that is an offshoot of
the highly successful Teach First team.
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Attendance 2015/16
Mark Bindon, Vice Principal

Prior to 2015, the Attendance Team used Torbay
Council’s ‘Fast track to Prosecution’ process. We created
our own IAAPs (Individual Attendance Action Plans) that
were written and agreed with parents and targets set to
improve attendance for those students within the
Persistent Absentee level or with significant
unauthorised absence.

‘Everyone Succeeds’
Objectives and rationale
When a child attends school on a regular basis, they take
an important step towards reaching their full potential,
and are given the greatest opportunity to learn new
things and develop their skills. Children who miss school
frequently can fall behind with their work and do less
well in exams. The more time a child spends around
other children, whether in the classroom or as part of a
school team or club, the more chance they have of
making friends and feeling included, boosting social
skills, confidence and self-esteem. While the parent is
primarily responsible for ensuring their child attends
school regularly, where school attendance problems
occur the key to successfully resolving these problems is
engaging the child through collaborative working
between the parent, the school and, where necessary,
the local authority.

We introduced fortnightly Attendance Panel meetings
with Year Team Progress Leaders. This was a particularly
effective strategy for monitoring and tracking student
attendance over time and to enable a quick response to
fluctuations in attendance. We were able to identify
students in need of support and raise their attendance.
This was successful and led to attendance increasing
from 90.3% in 2010 to 92.4% in 2014-15. Attendance
Panel Meetings continue to operate on a three weekly
cycle.
In September 2015, a new scheme was introduced with
the aim of making further improvements in overall
attendance. Our aim was 95% plus. This system, named
the SAM process, (see flowchart) has been adopted by
the Attendance Team and followed rigorously.
Outcomes have been good. The attendance of our
students overall, across all Year groups and within
targeted sub-groups, has improved quite significantly.
Overall attendance at Torquay Academy has increased
by 2.4% to 94.6% (Half Term five 2016).

The following case study focuses on an initiative
introduced in September 2015 with the primary aim to
raise and achieve an attendance level of 100% for all
student groups. A new strategic system was
implemented that was transparent to all stakeholders
indicating where interventions would take place and by
whom. The initiative has led to staff being redeployed in
areas where a tangible impact will be had. Whole school
attendance has risen by 2.4% to 94.6% with an increase
in all Years and sub-groups. Persistent Absentees (PAs)
has also reduced – using a comparative measure of 85%,
there has been a reduction of nearly 8%.

Other strategies implemented since the transfer to the
new site include:
 Review of the absence request process. This has been
changed from the previous ‘Holiday Absence Form’ to
a new proforma called the ‘Absence Request Form’
and a more rigorous system for the assessment of
applications by the Principal. The new form includes
all planned absence.
 A more vigilant attitude and response to students
with poor punctuality and liaison with parents. There
is a flow chart directing staff as to how these students
are dealt with and a clear escalation of sanctions
following lateness to school and for repeat offenders.
 Increase in the use of strategic work to improve the
attendance of identified sub-groups of pupils (e.g.
Pupil Premium, SEN) via focus group interventions
with the Progress Leaders (PLs) and Progress Leader
Assistants (PLAs). It should be noted that this has

Background and context
The original school, known as Torquay Community
College, comprised of several buildings scattered around
a large site with poorly defined boundaries. Attendance
issues were exacerbated by this environment as it was
difficult to track a student’s attendance during the school
day or to monitor late arrivals or students leaving site in
the school day. Our new school building, with limited
entry and exit points, clearly defined and secured
boundaries and gates, and one central reception, has
contributed to enabling us to implement new strategies
for recording, monitoring and tracking our students’
attendance and punctuality throughout the day.
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attendance was 92.6%. There has therefore been a 2%
increase in attendance in 2015-16 and an increase in the
number of students achieving 100% attendance and
reaching the higher attendance bands.

been successful as each sub-group’s attendance has
improved over time.
Daily attendance monitoring across all Year groups
with immediate phone calls to the parents of
students absent without a reason. Home visits where
absence continues to be unexplained, prolonged or of
concern regarding Safeguarding.
Red alert list that prioritises the monitoring and
response to the absence of students where there are
safeguarding concerns or who are on the Child
Protection/CLA list. Liaison with the Safeguarding
Officer Mrs Watling.
Daily attendance and punctuality monitoring of
students who are in the SAM 1 and SAM 2 process and
contact made with parents regarding any absence.
This has reduced the number of students at Persistent
Absentee level and raised students into higher
attendance bands.
Penalty Notice procedure introduced for students
with 10 or more unauthorised sessions of absence.
Truancy Call – where absence remains unexplained
during the first day the automated call system
operates until a response is received. Where a reply
is not received, a letter and reply slip regarding
unexplained absence is posted to parents asking for a
reason for absence.
Return to School interviews – these are carried out by
the Progress Leader Assistants for each Year group
with individual students on their return from
absence.
Parent mail has been set up to liaise with parents
including attendance matters.
Provision of some Home Tuition sessions for students
unable to attend due to medical reasons. This is in
addition to our systems for reintegration/supported
return to school and ensuring students on medical
leave have access to their studies either online or by
physical resources. The Local Authority is informed of
students’ agreed reduced timetables due to medical
grounds.
CME Cases – Children Missing Education Form and
process of action to locate and ensure education. The
Local Authority is informed of students who are
transferring to other schools, moving out of area or
who we are unable to locate and are not attending
Torquay Academy.

Attendance percentages are monitored on a weekly
basis and data presented to the Attendance Lead each
Friday showing both cumulative and weekly levels across
the school and for sub-groups.

Weekly
95.00%
97.00%
92.50%
92.04%
91.33%
100.00%

Impact and outcomes
Overall attendance for Year groups 7-11 for the
Academic Year 2015-16 has reached 94.6%. Attendance
has improved over the last 6 years. In 2009- 10 it was
90.3%. In 2010-11 it rose to 91.7%. The school
population moved into the new building in 2011-12 and
attendance reached 92.8%. In 2012-13 it was 92.1% and
in 2013-14 it climbed back to 92.5%. In 2014-15
9

2015 - 2016
Cumulative
96.30%
96.40%
96.30%
95.32%
94.51%
94.91%

Weekly
92.20%
90.70%
94.50%
89.80%
91.75%

Cumulative
94.70%
94.80%
94.50%
93.68%
93.92%
92.88%

Weekly
90.00%
91.30%
88.30%
87.85%
86.85%
86.67%
80.00%
Weekly
93.80%
94.70%
92.40%
91.05%
94.67%
100.00%
93.60%
Weekly
94.90%
96.70%
92.70%
92.75%
90.24%
95.00%
96.40%
Weekly
93.10%
93.90%
92.10%
90.69%
90.96%
90.66%
90.00%

Cumulative
93.50%
93.50%
93.50%
91.16%
90.99%
94.44%
91.80%
Cumulative
93.90%
94.00%
93.80%
91.24%
91.36%
93.08%
97.30%
Cumulative
93.30%
94.50%
91.70%
90.79%
89.48%
94.02%
93.10%
Cumulative
94.60%
94.80%
94.20%
92.42%
92.05%
93.87%
94.06%

YR7 WHOLE
BOYS
GIRLS
PP
SEN
STATEMENTED
MOST ABLE
YR 8 WHOLE
BOYS
GIRLS
PP
SEN
STATEMENTED
MOST ABLE
YR 9 WHOLE
BOYS
GIRLS
PP
SEN
STATEMENTED
MOST ABLE
YR 10 WHOLE
BOYS
GIRLS
PP
SEN
STATEMENTED
MOST ABLE
YR 11 WHOLE
BOYS
GIRLS
PP
SEN
STATEMENTED
MOST ABLE
WHOLE
BOYS
GIRLS
PP
SEN
STATEMENTED
MOST ABLE

Raising the Profile

100% Attendance

The profile of attendance in the school has also been
raised by:
 Weekly data being shared with students in Assembly
time
 Weekly data shared with staff via Staff Bulletin
 Fortnightly Progress Leader meetings - attendance is
a standing agenda item
 Fortnightly Year meetings - attendance is a standing
agenda item
 Dedicated TV boards displaying positive attendance
messages
 Effort boards – attendance is part of the student score
 Celebrating excellent attendance - badges,
certificates and student celebration evenings
 Attendance figures count towards form groups
achieving a mufti day
 Shared and challenged at Governors meetings

Pushing more students into the highest band for
attendance has been an on-going target for the
Attendance Team. Over the last four years we have seen
a significant increase in the number of students reaching
the pinnacle for attendance:
 At end of Spring Term 2012-13 we had a total of
32 students with 100% attendance
 At the same point in 2013-14 we had 40 students
with 100%
 By end of Spring Term 2014-15 there were 56
students with 100%
 In Spring Term 2015-16 we had 124 students
with 100%
 Over the last 3 years this is an increase of nearly
300%
Students have been rewarded with certificates and
badges to recognise their achievements. Students with
100% in any 2 terms receive a metallic badge while
students with perfect 100% attendance over the whole
academic year are awarded an enamel badge.

SAM Process 2015/16

Attendance Band Improvement
Across Years 7-11 from September 2015 to May 2016
there has been an improvement in the number and
percentage of students moving into the higher
attendance band of 95% to 100%.
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Compared with 2014-15 there has been a 4.37% increase
in the number of students with 100% attendance, and
overall a 13.34% increase in students achieving the 95%
to 100% level. There has been a reduction of 4.43% of
students with 85% and below and a 3.56% reduction in
the 85% to 89.9% band. The 90% to 94.9% band has also
seen a reduction by 5.35% this year. More students are
achieving higher band attendance. The Attendance
Panels and SAM process supports this ongoing
improvement by informing students and parents of their
current level and setting targets and agreements with
parents about improvement. Focus group strategies
have also shown effective improvement with moving
students up to a higher band of attendance.

held in that area by the Attendance Improvement
Officers. Late students are issued with a blue card and
receive a break time detention that day. Failure to
attend this leads to an Academy Detention for 1 hour.
Punctuality letters are sent to parents and phone calls
and meetings take place to address persistent lateness.
As a result of this rigorous process, punctuality to school
has improved significantly over the last two years.

Punctuality Flow Chart
Lateness to school is addressed daily using the following
process:
1. SLT stand at electronic gate to the courts where
students line up for school and close the gate at
8.27am promptly (students are in line up from
8.25am and go into school for registration period
that starts at 8.30am)
2. An Attendance Improvement Officer stands on the
school drive and logs the names of students who
arrive after the school gate has closed at 8.27am.
These students are then taken to the canteen to sit
until lessons start at 8.50am. Planners are checked
and signed, equipment is checked and blue cards
issued to direct students to a detention at break
time.
3. Another Attendance Improvement Officer enters the
names of all latecomers on to SIMS registers with the
L code for late. Each student’s log is tagged with the
time of arrival. This continues until 8.50am when the
students are dismissed for lessons.
4. Additional latecomers are logged on sheets at
reception as they come in. Reason for lateness is
recorded and all are logged on SIMS with arrival time
tagged. This information is added to the late gate
record sheets and to the break time late detention
list.
5. Late students are held for the duration of break and
their attendance to the detention session is logged
on the late gate sheets.

Persistent Absence
Up to 2012-13 the Persistent Absence level was 80% and
below. In 2007-8 our PA level in the old school building
was 19.97% at the end of half term 5. This was reduced
to 8% in 2008-9 when the Attendance Improvement
Officers were appointed by the school and began
working on raising overall attendance and reducing
Persistent Absence. In 2011 this was reduced further to
7.45% supported by a number of new strategies initiated
by the AIOs and the school population moved into the
new building. In 2012 this was reduced again to 4.65%.
In 2012-13 the DfE raised the level of PA from 80% and
below to 85% and below. As a consequence our PA level
was then 9.92% at the end of half term 5 in May 2013.
Had it remained at 80% and below then we would have
made another reduction to a level of 3.8% at PA. The
emphasis on reducing the number of PA students and
moving students up into the higher attendance bands
has continued. In 2014-15 the PA level remained at 85%
and below and at the end of half term 5 the PA figure was
reduced to 9.39%. Had the PA level in 2015-16 stayed at
85% and below then we would have achieved Persistent
Absence of 5.7% at the end of half term 5. However, the
DfE raised the PA level for 2015-16 to 90% and below.
This has resulted in our PA level being 12.5% at the end
of half term 5. If it had been 90% and below in 2014-15
then we would have been seeing a 7.88% improvement
this year compared to last year. If the DfE had kept the
PA level at 85% and below in 2015-16 then we would
have seen a 3.69% improvement in May 2016. There has
been a significant reduction over the years in the number
of students at Persistent Absentee level.

Group Analysis code report on Sims shows that:
2013-14
3.047% of students were coded L (late)
2015-16
1.691% of students were coded L (late)
This is a significant reduction of students entering late for
school.

Punctuality to School

Absence Request Form

There is a clear procedure for students on arrival at
school in the morning and during the school day.
Students enter and line up in tutor groups on the hard
play areas and are then escorted in silence into their
rooms by the tutors. This gives a very structured and
calm start to the day. Students arriving after the gates
have closed for line up are met at the reception entrance
driveway and escorted via reception to the dining hall
area where a late mark is recorded. Their tutor session is

In line with DfE guidance regarding holidays in term time
and other planned absence, we have redesigned our
forms and changed the procedure. There is now a clear
explanation about the legal implications of unauthorised
absence on the Request Form. There is a structured
process for receiving requests, liaison between the
Attendance Improvement Officers and the Principal
regarding the decision and a new form for notifying
parents of the decision. The appropriate coding of any
11

absence taken is entered by the Attendance
Improvement Officer. This has improved the accurate
recording of attendance and emphasizes to parents the
importance of avoiding absence during term time.

Further developments include:
 To reflect on the use of Penalty Notices for those
families taking unauthorised holiday leave and
students who accumulate 10 or more unauthorised
absences.
 Continue to contribute to the weekly Staff Bulletin
with attendance data and have a dedicated section
on the website. This would enable us to communicate
with our parents regarding requests for leave of
absence procedures, the criteria for the use of
Penalty Notices, the criteria for falling into the PA
bracket and its implications for parents and the
Academy and the importance of punctuality to
school.
 A Torquay Academy Attendance Guide for
parents/carers that sets out our expectations,
provides information about our procedures and gives
advice and contact numbers. Also informs of the
impact of absence on students’ development and
success.
 Further Focus Groups to raise the attendance of girls.

Reflections and next steps
Clearly as a school we have made a significant
improvement in overall attendance this academic year
and reduced the numbers of students at the now higher
Persistent Absentee level of 90% and below.
Furthermore our data shows how sub-groups and focus
groups have performed well. The trend for increasing the
number of students moving up into the higher
attendance bands is also continuing to improve. This
includes the ever greater number of children reaching
the highest attendance figure of 100%. While celebrating
these achievements it is important to identify our future
targets and to have a clearly defined plan of action for
2016-17.
It is therefore our intention to:
 Consolidate and improve. Continue our work with
Focus groups. Targeted intervention of this nature
with particular students (Persistent Absentees, Pupil
Premium, SEN) has been effective. We will use data
each term to identify individuals according to
need/sub-group membership, to support in
attendance and challenge where necessary.
 Continue in our vigilance with challenging poor
punctuality on a daily basis. Immediate responses and
sanctions are in place, but we will also now encourage
parents to take a more active role in supporting
better punctuality. We shall of course continue to use
phone calls and send letters alerting parents to issues,
but we will engage more parents in written contracts
to support their child getting to school in a timely
fashion.
 We will continue in our efforts to reduce further the
number of students recorded as Persistent Absentees
(PA). We will adjust our SAM 1 criteria to those
students with an attendance of 92% (presently set at
90%) and if they also have an accumulation of
unauthorised absences. It is hoped that earlier
intervention with parents can avoid students falling
into PA.
 Continue in our efforts to reward good and improved
attendance. We currently award badges and
certificates to those students earning 100%
attendance each term. We will now look at rewarding
those students with improved attendance, i.e.
coming out of PA/moving from one band to another.
These measures should help us improve whole school
attendance in 2016-17.
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Assessment
Evan Pugh, Vice Principal

Background
Research

In June 2013, the Department for Education (DfE)
confirmed that levels would be removed. Schools no
longer are required to report in terms of levels; the ‘Life
without levels’ project was set up and identified several
key indicators of designing a successful curriculum and
assessment system.

We made visits to several schools who had adopted a
new way of measuring progress over Key Stage 3 as well
as finding examples on the Internet.
Some had a ‘mastery’ approach:

Planning successful pedagogy involves thinking about
the relationship between individual lessons and longer
term outcomes. It said too frequently lessons fail
because they have been designed backwards i.e.
resources, activities, learning intentions and then
success criteria. What the project crystallised in all
participant thinking was the necessity to plan in the
opposite way i.e. success criteria (milestone statements),
learning intentions, activities that deepened thinking
and resources. There needs to be clarity about the
purposes of assessment. Another key aspect that was
highlighted was that teachers need a detailed
understanding of subject progression to develop
assessment systems; if teachers don’t have a clear
understanding of the subject content and assessment
objectives at GCSE their planning will lack direction,
content will rule. Enabling young people to have a clear
understanding of what they were learning and needed to
learn next is important, this can only be achieved if they
know what they will be assessed at the end of the cycle.
13

Quality First Teaching
We took a very different starting point to these models.
The key was to be what we were assessing not the labels
attached to attainment and progress. We believe
teaching, learning and assessment must be based on
rigour; we want our students to demonstrate success to
consistent high standards.
We decided that this model lacked the rigour we were
looking for. The terminology was too broad and would
not enable us to have a laser sharp focus on
underachievement to intervene and plug any gaps.
Others looked more promising as they were built around
subject specific skills.

First and foremost teaching should be high quality and
the teaching episodes must be planned in minute detail
to ensure there is clarity of what needs to be learnt,
assessment is targeted and interventions are laser sharp.
Teachers at every level must base their teaching on ‘what
do I need to teach for my students to be able to master
the questions on the examination paper? Unless
students understand how the material is taught,
examined or assessed they will always under-perform.
We need to analyse the questions posed on the terminal
examinations and then break them down into subject
knowledge and skills required to succeed. It is important
that end of cycle assessments aren’t viewed as the only
assessment that will take place. Formative assessment,
quizzes and responses in class will all support this
process and enable us to intervene when a student isn’t
making the required progress.

Data based Teaching and Learning

In this system some students may always be graded a K3
throughout KS3 and the idea that a student couldn’t
make progress would be an anathema to us, it would not
only be a false reflection what the student has achieved
but demotivating for all concerned.
Similarly in the next model some may always be a
‘Foundation’ student. This enforced a glass ceiling on
progress and feels completely wrong for our students.

There would be high quality planning and teaching at the
heart of this process. Assessments would be rigorous;
much work needs to go into the writing and moderating
of these so that they are fit for purpose and prepare
students for answering questions in their GCSEs. Once
the data is produced it must be analysed to identify any
weaknesses and this would be addressed in the super
14

teaching week. The data is not king but the interventions
that follow.

Question level analysis must follow an interim
assessment, which will enable a proper question by
question and student by student analysis. This is built
into all assessments taken during assessment week to
focus the teaching and activities in Super Teaching week.

We looked at the academic year and decided to break it
into 4 teaching and learning cycles of 9 weeks. 7 weeks
of teaching, one assessment week and a Super Teaching
week which would address gaps in individual student
learning.

Skills and Knowledge
GCSE specifications are divided into subject content and
assessment
objectives;
vocational
qualification
specifications have similar aspects. Our feeling was that
no matter what the ability of the student, all students
can revise and learn knowledge, on the other hand skills
develop over time and students of different abilities will
acquire skills at different levels and over different time
scales.

These assessments would be common across each Year
group but assessment must be sufficiently differentiated
to challenge our most able students.

Teaching and Learning Cycle Calendar
In the model below we have also included a curriculum
enrichment week and an activities week. The rationale
for this is to condense all trips and activities into these
two weeks so that for the teaching and learning cycles
teachers are in the classroom and disruption is
minimised.

We decided to divide out assessment structure into two
processes:
Knowledge:
Skills:

Based on assessments during and at the
end of the teaching cycle
Based on formative assessment during
lessons, evidenced through exercise
books, tests or other AFL activities

Knowledge
Knowledge is reported as percentage score of the test
undertaken at the end of a cycle. Our attainment will be
measured through the average percentage score of the
knowledge tests at the end of each cycle.
The results of the knowledge assessments form the basis
of the interventions in ‘Super Teaching’ week by
addressing gaps in knowledge through question level
analysis. The teaching during this week is didactic,
focussed on the gaps and re-tested to ensure students
have a full understanding of the topics before moving on
to the next cycle.

Skills
At Key Stage 3 skills progress is reported as a score for
each skill area and an overall average score; most
subjects have between 4 – 5 skills. We have a 25 point
scale – this allows students to make progress, sometimes
in small steps; we call these ‘Skills Matrices’ and there is
a different skills matrix for Year 7 and Year 8. The
average score is related to a final GCSE Grade
(flightpath).

Data Analysis
Whilst assessments set the roadmap, it is the data
analysis of the interim assessments that will let us know
if we are following that path.

We use the skills score to measure progress over time
and the evidence for this comes from formative
assessment during lessons, exercise books, answering
questions in class and other AFL activities. We report this
to parents as an average skills score and colour code to
identify if a student is below, at or above expectations
after each cycle.

There is a metaphor that explains the importance of data
analysis as opposed to simply looking at assessment
results. A football coach who doesn’t watch their team’s
matches and only gets the results from a newspaper
would know how they got on but would only be able to
offer limited platitudes such as “score more goals” or
“defend better”. Teachers and leaders who only look at
test results commit the same error.
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Targets will be set from KS2 English and Maths average
to identify our expected GCSE grades. Our expected
GCSE grade is over one grade higher than the DfE target.
The individual skills score will give teachers a focus for

individual student improvement. Interventions will be
put into place to address the area/s of skills that are not
developed.

Examples of Skills Matrices
SCIENCE

MUSIC
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Recording Skills Progress
During each learning cycle teachers are assessing skills. By the end of the cycle they have entered the level of skills
achievement across a range of skills being assessed.

The following screenshot shows how we enter the data – it averages the various skill scores and shows progress over time
using bars. This enables teachers to identify specific areas to intervene or re-teach.

Reporting
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Knowledge and skills are reported as in the table above.
Knowledge may have a spiky profile depending on the
difficulty of the subject content and student’s strengths,
however, we would expect the skills score to reflect
progress over time and targets being achieved by the end
of the year.
Our colour coding is:
White - not on target to achieve expectation
Green - on target to achieve expectation
Purple - exceeded expectations

8. Identify content, skills and assessment in each cycle
for Years 7 & 8
9. The detailed schemes of learning should be lesson by
lesson - use the template for mapping out each cycle.
The thinking behind the process was crucial; too often
content drives planning. We were very clear that
outcomes and assessment would be the key to our
planning.
GCSE followed a similar planning process working back
from the GCSE specifications.

GCSE
The principles and process is reflected in the teaching
and planning for GCSE and vocational qualifications. The
difference is that we base assessments on the GCSE
specifications so that at the end of each cycle we expect
a predicted grade for performance at the end of Year 11
which is fine graded:
C1 - expected to achieve this grade
C2 - needs intervention to achieve this grade
C3 - needs intervention but as likely to achieve a D

We produced templates for an overview of a year and an
overview of each cycle as well as a lesson by lesson
template. All departments were required to plan using
these with the only exception being Maths and English
for their Year 11s who would be completing the last year
of the old GCSEs.
The fact that we were expecting this level of planning
caused some concerns about reducing a teacher’s
individual teaching style. However what it does is ensure
all involved in the process were clear about what was
expected at the end of the teaching cycle, and that all
students have equality of opportunity. Within this
structure teachers would be free to use their knowledge
of the group and their professional judgement to ensure
the skills and knowledge were developed over the cycle,
intervening where individuals were under-performing.

Examination questions will be a key feature throughout
the course to assess progress towards their target grades
– these will be set in class or as part of homeworks.
Reports are sent home at the end of each cycle which are
based on the skills and knowledge assessments. Where a
student is not making the expected progress teachers are
expected to write what the issue is that is preventing
progress and what they are going to do about it in the
following cycle to ensure the student does not fall
behind.

Planning
At the heart of our assessment process is planning and
schemes of learning.
When we introduced this to staff we outlined the process
we wanted them to undertake for planning Years 7 & 8:
1. Start with outcomes for Year 8 - use National
Curriculum as a guide
2. Outcomes for Year 7
3. What skills do they need to develop over KS3 as a
foundation for KS4? There should be a maximum of
5 skill areas
4. Break down into 4 cycles per year - identify which
skills are to be taught in each of the cycles - this is
key to demonstrate progress
5. How are you going to assess knowledge and skills
development?
6. Investigate 25 point scales for skills development how will this work for your department?
7. Be specific about the assessment - what is it going to
be and what will it assess? Write the assessments
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Schemes of learning templates
Outline of a Year exemplar - Business Studies

Teaching and Learning Cycle exemplar
English
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Lesson by Lesson Scheme of Learning
English exemplar Year 7
Week 1
CONTENT:

TEACHING:
What activities are used to
develop the skills and
knowledge?

SKILLS:
What do students have to be
able to do connected to the
Content?

ASSESSMENTS
What evidence is collected to
establish that the Knowledge and
Skills have been learned?

Lesson 1
LQ: What can I learn about a text
based on first impressions?
Also, to…
Learn what an adjective is
Practise identifying adjectives in
sentences

1) Students imagine what could
be at the end of images of holes
on the board.
Consider what the story is about
based on its front covers.
Students answer questions on the
blurb.
Plenary: Students reflect on the
knowledge they have gained this
lesson.

To use evidence to back up their
ideas.
To use adjectives effectively in
their writing.
To practise their comprehension
skills.

Students prove their
understanding of different
adjectives through using them in
their writing.
Students practise their basic
comprehension skills and ensure
their answers are based on
evidence (either visual or
linguistic).

Lesson 2
LO: To make predictions based on
my understanding of the story so
far
Also, to…
Use adjectives effectively in your
writing
Learn how we can compare
things using the comparative and
superlative forms of adjectives

Describe a lizard using adjectives
effectively.
Create a mind map of things you
associate with holes.
Begin reading the novel.
Answer comprehension
questions.
Consider the character of Stanley.
Two truths and 1 lie.
Write down five words that you
can use to describe Camp Green
Lake.

To use comparative and
superlative adjectives effectively
in their writing.
To practise their comprehension
skills.
To use evidence to back up their
ideas.

Students prove their
understanding of different
adjective types through using
them in their writing.
Students will write down and
verbally share their ideas
concerning characterisation from
the beginning of the text. They
will have to back up their ideas
with evidence.

Key Ideas and knowledge and
outcomes

planning cycles for the rest of the department reducing
workload and repetition of planning. There has been a
greater focus on the GCSE specifications and what is
needed to pass the exams; this has filtered down the
school to Year 7 ensuring our students will be better
prepared. Students have undertaken 4 assessment
weeks and much work has been done to improve study
skills, building independent studying. The inputting of
data is not an end in itself; every single teacher has had
to focus on the assessments and what needs to be done
to address gaps in their knowledge and skills.

Evaluation
Both as a school and individual departments we have
evaluated the process over the year. Departments are
given time at the end of each cycle to review the scheme
of learning and how it needs to change to be more
effective next year.
We met with parents at the end of Cycle 1 to discuss
what they thought of the new systems. They wanted
more information on the skills as it was such a new
system. They liked the knowledge element as it gave a
straightforward percentage which was easy to
understand. They did like the fact that there was a
numerical figure which they could track over the year.
The fact that comments were only given when there was
underperformance was welcomed as they could easily
identify where their child had issues and were able to
discuss this with them.

Future Developments
We need to re-think our schemes of learning in terms of
a five year Key Stage (Years 7 – 11) and a two year 16-19
Key Stage.
Subjects need to plan their curriculum back from Year 11
GCSE specifications. Our terminology should mirror that
used in the specifications - subject content and
assessment objectives; these will be used for our
knowledge tests and skills assessments. Our schemes
should take into account what students covered in their
primary phase so repetition of content is avoided and
progress is accelerated in Year 7.

One of the key issues that has come out of our first year
is to ensure departments are clear about how students
make progress towards GCSEs across five years. A second
action point is to identify interventions as and when
underperformance is identified. The impact has been
improved progress in Years 7 & 8. There has been an
issue with MFL but this relates to starting points and
getting the skills matrix. Collaborative planning has been
increased with individual members of departments

Key to planning will be to design how students are to
make progress from beginning in Year 7 to their expected
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grade in Year 11. This will be different for different
subjects, some may make linear progress but others such
as MFL may make less progress in Year 7 and 8 but
accelerate from Years 9 - 11. This will enable better
identification of underperformance and lead to more
effective interventions.
Interventions will be at the heart of our planning. The
Super Teaching week will continue to address
underperformance in the knowledge tests but
assessments for skills and knowledge must be built into
the 7 week learning cycle to review what has been learnt
and to identify gaps in students’ learning, rather than
waiting until Super Teaching week to intervene. The
identification of gaps will lead to mid-cycle interventions.

A model for subjects with fewer lessons per week:

English - an example of planning
Challenging KS3 Curriculum
 Each unit has a theme mainly linked to SMSC
 Texts will give students a chronological knowledge of
English literature
 Each unit has been assigned an assessment objective
from the GCSE specification
 Curriculum time is split to reflect how many marks
each AO is worth (e.g. AO2 (language/structure
analysis) is worth 40% of GCSE so has 40% curriculum
time)
 Assessments will all be in the style of a GCSE
question.
Year
7

8

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

MORALITY

LOVE

NATURAL
WORLD

Novel

Chaucer

Romeo &
Juliet

Romantic
Poets

AO- All- Intro
Mini Lit/Mini
Lang

AO5/6
Writing

AO1/2
Analytical
Essay

AO2
Analytical
Essay

AUTHOR
STUDY

MONSTERS

WAR

WORLD
LITERATURE

Dickens

Gothic

War
writing

Of Mice and
Men

AO4
Critical
Evaluation

ALL- Synoptic
Paper 1 +
Paper 2

AO2
Analytical
Essay
Summary

‘Key’ “I can” statement, e.g. I can use scatter graphs, will
be used for PLCs. These will be broken down into
‘building’ “I can” statements (these will form the basis of
skills matrices for Years 7 & 8).

Cycle 4

TRANSITION

AO1/3
Context Essay
Comparison
Essay

“I can” statements for each cycle will be crucial to ensure
interventions are laser sharp. We will have layers of “I
can” statements to ensure our tracking sheets are
manageable but detailed enough to enable skills
matrices to effectively evaluate students’ progress.

Over the coming year departments will develop a PLC
tracking system against the “I can” statements for their
departments. There does not need to be a corporate
approach to this as we use the data to track progress
across the Academy. This may look different for
different departments at different stages, but it will be
to provide information to ensure interventions are
timely and effective.

Interventions
Interventions will be for all Years – they must be specific
and targeted and occur during the cycle. The
interventions could take many forms which could
include:
 Extra homework
 Doddle activity and test
 Workbook
 Lunchtime
 After school (probably end of cycle - ten worst
progress/achieving?)

Planning for interventions
A model for interventions for subjects such as Maths,
English and Science:
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On completion of the intervention a test/assessment
must take place to ensure the gaps have been filled.
When the student has demonstrated mastery,
intervention finishes.

Homeworks supporting knowledge assessments
Alongside the schemes of learning we are developing
knowledge organisers to support learning for the
knowledge tests. Subjects will provide knowledge
organisers for students which will include all the
knowledge students need to revise to pass the
knowledge tests.

Planning process for 2016-2017
1. Begin with GCSE subject content and assessment
objectives
BTEC - essential content and assessment outcomes
VCERTs - learning outcomes and assessment criteria
2. Overview of each Year 7-11 (subject content and
assessments objectives covered in each year - how
does this enable students to make progress over the
5 years?)
3. Year 7 - check starting points from KS2
4. How does each cycle reflect assessment objectives of
the GCSE? - Subject content?
5. Assessment - how are you going to assess each
cycle? - the assessment needs to be written before
the lesson by lesson SOL
6. “I can” statements
7. Skills matrices for Years 7 and 8
8. Mid cycle assessment and interventions
9. Lesson by lesson sol
10. Knowledge organiser
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Behaviour – Phase 2
Ben Chadwick, Assistant Principal

Literacy Intervention – This has grown from last year
with two full time members of staff focussing on
ensuring all students have the ability to access the
curriculum. The following programmes are offered:
 Lexia (Years 7 and 8) 80 students
 Achieve 3000 (all Years) 60 students
 Spelling (Year 7) 45 students
 Phonics (35 students)

Objective and rationale
Following on from a successful 12 months which has
seen a new behaviour for learning policy introduced and
a shift in the awarding of praise and behaviour points, it
was important to keep up the drive and momentum in
striving for impeccable behaviour by all students all of
the time. The challenge has been to provide the
appropriate support to students based on their
individual needs.

School Counsellor – Another service that has been
introduced is a school counsellor. Without local authority
support and resources stretched, our most needy
students were unable to access appropriate help and
support. This was having a detrimental effect on their
mental health and their ability to access education.
Rachel Harvey has enabled students to regulate
emotions and receive specialist advice and support.

Actions
SEND and Fairfields were relocated into the old sixth
form centre which demonstrated to all the students and
staff the importance the Academy placed on providing a
dedicated area that supports a wide range of needs.
Within the ‘Fairfields centre’ students are supported in
the following ways:

Educational Psychologist – We have invested in the
services of two educational psychologists over the last 12
months: Dr Hannah Norman and Dr Vanessa Rowe. Their
advice, support and guidance has been invaluable in
ensuring the right support is put in place for each
individual student.

Fairfields 1 – An experienced specialist member of staff
was employed in October 2015 which further reinforced
the importance placed on supporting our most
disaffected, disengaged students. Over 40 students have
accessed our behaviour support provision. The work
undertaken has included anger management, retracking, risk taking, aspirations, social skills, dealing with
stress, resilience, as well as delivering the full curriculum
in a smaller setting.

Year 6 students’ transition – We worked with a Year 6
student who was at risk of permanent exclusion for
extreme behaviours in the summer term. This six week
intense transition proved to be a real success. He has
finished Year 7 on target in all subject areas, developed
key social skills and is a valuable member of the school
community.

Fairfields 2 – Thrive was introduced in 2014 to meet the
needs of our most vulnerable students. Due to the
success and impact this provision has expanded and now
has two full time members of staff. Over 60 students
currently benefit from this support. It adapts well to
student needs and responds quickly to students that are
in crisis.

Having spent a considerable amount of time identifying
students and matching specific support, the effects on
the Academy as a whole have been hugely positive.
Ensuring that we work proactively rather than reactively
has resulted in improvements in a number of areas.

Numeracy intervention – Introduced this year to work
with students below target in Mathematics. Students
from Years 7 to 11 accessed the following targeted
support:
 Maths Whizz (Years 7 and 8) 65 students
 Maths Watch VLE (all Years)
 Mymaths (link to GCSEs)
There is a real push on independent learning and having
the confidence to attempt questions even if they get
something wrong.
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Time and energy is spent in getting the small things right.
We will continue to be relentless in monitoring and
recording lateness to lessons, students not having the
correct equipment and smartness of uniform. Our
students feel proud to be a part of Torquay Academy and
are well supported in achieving academic success as well
as being young adults who are a credit to themselves,
their families and the wider community.

Impact and outcomes
Praise Points
2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

Achievement
Points issues

16,052

56,995

76,935

Top Student
praise points

77

287

295

Ratio:
Positive to
negative

2:1

12:1

18:1

Another aim is to introduce growth mindset into every
classroom. A real focus for the Academy is to change
students’ attitudes and behaviours from a fixed mindset
into more of a growth mindset.
In a fixed mindset students believe their basic abilities,
their intelligence, their talents, are just fixed traits. They
have a certain amount and that’s that, and then their
goal becomes to look smart all the time and never look
dumb. In a growth mindset students understand that
their talents and abilities can be developed through
effort, good teaching and persistence. They don’t
necessarily think everyone’s the same or anyone can be
Einstein, but they believe everyone can get smarter if
they work at it.
Carol Dweck, Stanford University

Exclusions
The impact of having specialist targeted support based
on individual needs has resulted in a reduction of fixed
term exclusions and incidents of internal isolation. A
further reduction is our aim and we will continue to work
on this for the next academic year. Students need to be
in school and lessons in order to make maximum
progress.
Students at alternative provisions
20
15
10
5
0
2014-15

2015-16

Being able to provide in house support for students has
reduced the need for alternative provision, which is
often expensive and does not necessarily meet the needs
of individuals.

Next steps
Our goal for this year is to have impeccable behaviour
throughout the Academy with students engaging
positively in all subjects. For students who find this a
challenge, support will continue as mentioned earlier in
the case study. The most challenging students will be
taught as a bespoke group with experienced staff to
ensure that they, as well as students in mainstream
lessons, have the best opportunities to achieve their true
potential.
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The High Performance Academy
Mark Gale, Assistant Principal

At Torquay Academy our aim is that everyone succeeds.
We work carefully to monitor students’ performance and
ensure that they receive the support that they need.
Over the years our Pupil Premium and special needs
students in particular have performed well but we
realised that all of our Most Able students did not always
achieve the high levels that we aspire to.

3. staff training
4. a High Performance Academy offering challenge
tasks and extra-curricular opportunities
5. support with applying to prestigious universities

Therefore Most Able students were identified as a
particular focus over the last year. Torquay Academy’s
intake of students is changing: Year 11 in 2015-16 were
significantly below the national average for prior
attainment, while Year 7 in 2015-16 matched national
averages for attainment on entry. Moreover a far
greater proportion of these Year 7 students had Key
Stage 2 results that would have gained them entry to
local grammar schools had they wished.

Our designation for Most Able students is those who
achieve level 5 (or its equivalent from 2016) in both
English and maths. This matches our intake and ensures
that as many students as possible benefit from the
provision and from raising their aspirations.

Early identification
We specifically ask Primary
School
colleagues
to
identify students who are
higher achievers and likely
to gain level 5 or equivalent
in primary school tests.
This means that we can
ensure that students are placed in groups where they are
likely to be stretched at the beginning of Year 7 and make
sure that staff are well aware of these students in the
same way that they are aware of special needs and Pupil
Premium students.

A more challenging Key Stage 3 curriculum
Ofsted note that teachers in Year 7 are “frequently
unaware of what the Most Able students have studied or
achieved previously in their primary schools. Time is
wasted either because work is repeated or because it
fails to challenge the Most Able students at an
appropriate level. Opportunities are often missed to
extend and consolidate learning as teachers are unaware
of the themes studied in the previous phase and the
levels that students reach.”

Nationally 65% of high attaining students - that is, those
who achieved level 5 in English and maths at primary
school - did not get A* or A in both subjects at GCSE, and
nationally 27% of these students did not get Grade B for
both subjects. A similar pattern was evident at Torquay
Academy, where Most Able students did not achieve the
same progress 8 scores as their middle- or lowerattaining peers in 2015.

Our Heads of Learning Area have been in contact with
Year 5 and 6 teachers at our main feeder primary schools
to ensure they have a better understanding of the
curriculum in the last years of primary school. This
prevents unnecessary repetition or the work being too
easy in Year 7. Students themselves say that GCSE work
is challenging for them but in some cases Key Stage 3 is
too easy; they also say that they like it when there is a
question that they can't answer or a really interesting
challenge. As a result, we have reviewed our Key Stage
3 curriculum to include more enquiry-based lessons
which require students to think more carefully.

In their survey of Most Able students Ofsted noted that
“many able students achieve reasonably well when
compared with average standard but nevertheless fail to
reach their full potential... this means aiming for A* and
A grades and not being satisfied with less.”

Five strategies
Our strategies for ensuring our Most Able students
achieve their potential fall into five areas:
1. early identification
2. a more challenging Key Stage 3 curriculum
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in particular the use of question matrices to allow
students to generate their own questions. This allows
deep thinking about the work or concepts they are
investigating.

Staff training
All staff have attended a number of training sessions
specifically looking at differentiation in order to
challenge the Most Able students. Particular strategies
discussed included the use of open ended challenging
tasks.

The High Performance Academy
All Most Able students are automatically members of the
High Performance Academy. They meet for occasional
assemblies and get priority access to challenge
homeworks and extra-curricular opportunities.
The purpose of the
High Performance
Academy
is
to
promote scholastic
excellence amongst
our
Most
Able
students, by providing challenging tasks and extracurricular opportunities to excite their curiosity and love
of learning, so that they fulfil their potential and
continue their education at our most prestigious
universities.
The challenge tasks are available in several subjects as
additional optional homeworks. They are issued on a
fortnightly basis to Most Able students and are designed
as independent tasks to promote curiosity. Examples
include “gummy bear osmosis” in science, “fencing in a
sheep pasture” in maths and “history mystery - the
Reichstag fire”. Any student who provides a response or
discusses the task with their teacher is put into a regular
prize draw to win a book token.

Dylan Wiliam cites a particular example of a maths lesson
to work out the area of a trapezium. In the UK this
generally would involve the teacher working through an
example on the board, after which the students practise
several examples of their own. The most able would be
able to do nearly all the questions, most students would
complete the majority, and those who struggle might do
a handful only. However a Japanese lesson on the same
topic would involve the teacher explaining one method
for calculating the area of the trapezium and then
challenging the students to find as many conceptually
different approaches as possible. He says that any
Japanese middle school teacher will know there are
precisely 13 different ways.

There is also a programme of extra-curricular
opportunities that students can participate in. These
have included a bacteria workshop with university staff,
an architect visit, a French café, a TED talk by the English
department, a visit from the Royal Veterinary College,
university application workshops, Intaglio printing in art,
and an investigation into population growth using jelly
babies.

In this Japanese lesson, all students are working on the
same task but some of the approaches are far more
complicated than others, so the teacher has found a way
of stretching the most able without marginalizing those
who are struggling.
Our staff at Torquay Academy have looked for ways to
implement this principle in their own teaching. It is
difficult to come up with appropriate open-ended tasks
but it is well worth it as it allows all students to make
progress. Our staff training also focused on questioning,

The High Performance Academy display contains
information about HPA activities, together with Russell
Group University and best-paid jobs information. All the
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current challenge tasks and extra-curricular schedules
are available so that even students who are not
members of the HPA can join if they wish.

Next steps
Our provision for Most Able students is in its infancy, but
the Academy places particular emphasis on the
attainment of these students as a means of raising
aspiration across the whole community.

Support for applying to prestigious universities
To support students who
should apply for Russell Group
universities we put on a series
of university visits and set up
application workshops with
university tutors. Younger
students are offered academic
taster sessions and there is
information about universities
around the school building.

The next steps will be:
 To embed, develop and expand the High
Performance Academy;
 To monitor and evaluate the use of open ended tasks
in lessons through learning walks by senior and
middle leaders;
 To continue to promote tirelessly the value of
university education and to facilitate applications to
prestigious universities;
 To ensure that the progress 8 measure for Most Able
students matches that of middle and lower students,
by carefully tracking their achievements.

Our Most Able students are
surveyed and asked if they
intend to go to university.
Those who answer ‘no’ or
‘don’t know’ are prioritised
for meetings with careers
staff.

Tracking and monitoring
Most Able students are carefully tracked in the same way
as other pupil groups, especially at Key Stage 3 where
interventions are most timely.
If a student is
underachieving in one or two subject areas, it is the
responsibility of the Head of Learning Area; where
underachievement extends to three or more subject
areas the Progress Leader (Head of Year) takes
responsibility for intervening.
We monitor particularly carefully which sets the Most
Able Pupil Premium students are in. The expectation is
that these students will be in top sets, and this is
monitored at a whole-school level.
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Creating a reading culture
Leigh Withers, Assistant Principal

Typical prescribed table for HA Year 8:

Objectives & rationale
1. To embed a reading culture at Torquay Academy
2. To achieve 10,000 library book loans for the
academic year
3. For every child to read a number of classics over a
year
4. To have the most well-read children in the country

Title

Category

Author

The Fifth
Wave
Wonder

Contemporary
Contemporary
Modern
Classic
Other
Cultures

Rick
Yancey
RJ
Palacio
William
Golding
J.D
Salinger

Pre 1914
Classic

Charlotte
Bronte

Lord Of
The Flies
Catcher
in the
Rye
Jane
Eyre

Whilst our cohort is rapidly changing we still have a
higher than nationally average representation of pupils
with low literacy levels. Across all Year groups we
currently have 231 pupils in receipt of some form of
literacy intervention.
On entry in Year 7 we currently have nearly 30 pupils
with reading ages in the bottom 10% nationally, some of
whom are in the bottom 3%.

Date
completed

Teacher
Signature

Once a child completes a book they need to write a
review and have this signed off by their English teacher.
For non-fiction books there is a different review sheet
which focusses on knowledge acquired and makes links
to SMSC.

One of my aims for the year was to create a culture
where daily reading became ‘the norm’ for all of our
pupils. We recognised that this would entail a huge shift
in habit for many pupils who read very little and may not
have the support mechanisms outside of school to
enable improvement of reading at home.

The reading sessions take place in the library once a
fortnight, where every pupil has their reading record out
in front of them.
Every pupil has their reading age tested at least twice a
year and those with a reading age below their natural
age at the start of the year have an additional test in
January. This allows us to adapt the reading provision for
each child as they make closely scrutinised progress
throughout the year.

Reading Records
This year we introduced ‘Reading Records’ for all pupils
in Years 7 & 8. Each pupil is given their own personalised
record which contains a table of books which they must
read. The table is matched to the reading ability of the
pupil with the onus on challenge.

As the students progress through their tables they are
awarded stars for their effort; once a pupil collects a
certain amount of stars they receive a certificate which
acknowledges the effort they have put in.

For instance, a pupil with a reading age of eleven will be
matched to books that are accessible though ones which
will challenge them academically. To ensure that pupils
read from a range of eras, cultures and genres the tables
contain at least one pre-1914 ‘classic’ literature text, a
text from another culture, a modern classic and two
contemporary novels.

As of June a significant number of pupils have moved on
to a second table of books, meaning that many have read
a minimum of eleven novels over the school year.

In addition to this, to fully complete a chart the pupils
need to read two non-fiction texts and four ‘free choice’
texts which need to match against the pupil’s reading
ability. Every text in the library is colour coded to our
own bespoke system of reading measurement, so
children may be told that they can only choose a ‘free
choice’ with a purple (HA) sticker on it.

There is no doubt that the records have been a huge
success and the library is absolutely flourishing – from
September 2015 to early June 2016 over 6,000 books
were loaned out. To put this into context, for the entirety
of the 2014-15 academic year the library loaned out
3,822 books.
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Using techniques from texts such as ‘Reading
Reconsidered’ by Doug Lemov and ‘Great Habits, Great
Readers’ by Paul Bambrick-Santoyo, the aim is for
specialist staff to further extend skills of comprehension
and literary understanding through form time sessions
which go beyond just reading out loud and instead delve
deep into social and historical context as well as
language analysis.

Form Time – Group Reading

Achieve
We have included further reading intervention this year
with the introduction of the Achieve 3000 programme.
Our data was telling us that a number of pupils who had
originally been selected for Lexia provision but had since
completed this were still not making sufficient progress
in their reading. Achieve is an intervention which
focusses on more challenging comprehension exercises
in-line with texts similar in style to those faced in the new
GCSE curriculum. After an initial test the programme
adapts itself to the ability of the pupils and introduces
them to a range of technical vocabulary from across the
curriculum.

In addition to the introduction of the Reading Records,
form time reading has been adapted and improved
further. As a way of meeting our goal of having the most
well-read pupils in the country we have introduced
group reading during form time. This year we trialled this
system with a Year 7 group who read HG Wells’ ‘War Of
The Worlds’. It was decided that in order to ensure
quality of delivery and comprehension that form tutors
of these Year groups needed to be English and
Humanities specialists. During the reading the teacher
may focus on particular vocabulary which the pupils may
not have been exposed to before.

There has been significant improvement of the reading
age of all pupils who have taken this intervention but
interestingly it has had a hugely positive impact on the
notoriously stubborn spelling ages of pupils with an
average increase of 1.8 years. As well as for use with
KS3/4 pupils we trialled this as a form of literacy
intervention with a small group of KS5 pupils. In 2016/17
this provision will be mandatory for all KS5 pupils who
did not achieve A*-C in their GCSE English.

This approach enables learning to go deeper into a
knowledge based approach to reading; for example, one
session paused when the text referenced ‘sappers’ and
the teacher then explored who these were and what
roles they carried out.

Star Readers

Next year, every form group will be taking this approach
with challenging pre-1914 texts. We expect one book to
fill a learning cycle. The whole of the Year group will be
reading these texts at the same time – we believe that
there is something very powerful in a whole cohort
tackling these challenging classics together and the
subsequent conversations that peers from different form
groups will be able to have with each other.

As a way of celebrating the amount of reading taking
place around the school we nominate ‘star readers’
twice per cycle. These are pupils who have consistently
challenged themselves with their reading, openly
discussed the books they are reading with friends and
teachers and have made significant progress in their
reading records. At the end of the year, two pupils are
nominated from each Year as the ‘star readers’ of the
year.

The set texts for 2016/17:
Yr 7
The Time Machine
(HG Wells)
Robinson Crusoe
(Daniel Defoe)
Pride and Prejudice
(Jane Austen)
The Woman In White
(Wilkie Collins)

Yr 8
Journey To The Centre Of
The Earth
(Jules Verne)
A Room With A View
(EM Forster)
The Turn Of The Screw
(Henry James)
Wuthering Heights
(Emily Bronte)
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We also have a team of reading ambassadors in Year 10
who mentor selected pupils from Year 7. These weekly
sessions take place in the library where the younger
pupils read to their mentors and discuss aspects of their
reading as part of a group exercise.

Six in Six Challenge & Readathon
As a way to introduce reading at the very start of life at
Torquay Academy, Year 6 pupils, who were due to be
attending the school in September, took part in the ‘Six
in Six Challenge’ during the summer holidays. This
involved reading six books from our library and
producing thorough reviews for each one. The current
Year 7 students were also involved in the challenge and
all participants who successfully completed quality
reviews were awarded our bespoke ‘golden book’ badge
to wear proudly on their blazers. This dovetailed nicely
alongside our annual Yr 7 & 8 Readathon which last year
saw us raise over £200 for children’s charities.

Impact
At the beginning of the 2015/16 year, literacy across the
curriculum was recognised as ‘An Area of Excellence’ by
Challenge Partners who looked at the interventions put
in place in the previous 24 months and the remarkable
outcomes that these have had right across the Key
Stages. There is no doubt that the improvement of
literacy across the Key Stages directly fed into the
outstanding KS4 outcomes we achieved in English.
Earlier in the year we conducted a questionnaire and
asked all KS3 pupils how often they read and whether
they enjoyed reading at school:
 86% of pupils enjoy silent reading time
 100% of pupils read at least 5 times per week
This survey was in response to national figures which
showed that only 24% of KS3 students have the
opportunity to read regularly in school.
Average reading age improvements:
Year 7: 2 years 4 months
Year 8: 1 year 7 months
Average spelling age improvements:
Year 7: 1 year 9 months
Year 8: 2 years 1 month
Total book loans for 2015 – 2016:
6,997 (up from 3,822 for the whole of academic year
2014/15)
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SMSC, PSHE and promoting British Values
Paul Hocking, Assistant Principal

SMSC at TA. These first steps were PSHE drop days,
SMSC on the lesson plan and SMSC assemblies. The aim
of this case study is to discuss these changes in more
detail and explore how they have evolved over the last
year. I will also explain how they have been embedded
across the school and state the aims for the future.

Objectives and rationale
The mantras at Torquay Academy are ‘Everyone
succeeds’ and ‘We believe that every student who joins
TA has the ability to go on to university’. They are
displayed proudly around the school and underpin every
day at TA.

What have we done so far? - PSHE drop days

To achieve this there is an obvious focus on academic
progress and attainment, however to truly flourish in the
world and have the aspirations to achieve their potential
the students need an excellent Personal, Social and
Health Education (PSHE) and Spiritual, Moral, Social and
Cultural (SMSC) curriculum underpinning the school day.

As highlighted above, an outcome of the previous case
study was the change in PSHE delivery from a timetabled
weekly lesson with form tutors to termly drop days three
times a year. The staff and students still highlight this as
a major improvement in the delivery of PSHE at TA. This
change has immediately addressed the first of Ofsted's
recommendations regarding staff training as staff now
deliver less topics and rotate rather than having to cover
the whole curriculum with their tutor group.

This work began with the simple aim that the school lives
and breathes PSHE, SMSC and British values every day
and that the students gain a broad and balanced
understanding of the world that they will go on to shape
in the future.

In addition, having discrete days has enabled us to bring
in guest speakers and professionals who can deliver the
more specialised aspects of the curriculum to a much
higher quality and also have more credibility with some
of the students.

Background and context
Over the last few years there have been a number of key
guidance documents published regarding the delivery of
PSHE and SMSC by schools and also how we should
promote British values.

We were mindful of ensuring we maintain full coverage
of the PSHE topics so the students gain maximum benefit
for the PSHE programme. To ensure this the topics
covered have been meticulously mapped onto the PSHE
Association's objectives within the three themes of
‘Health and Wellbeing’, ‘Relationships’ and ‘Living in the
wider world’. They have also been mapped as KS3 or KS4
to ensure that the subject matter is age appropriate.
Part of the curriculum map is shown on the next page in
a screenshot from the KS3 ‘Living in the wider world’
curriculum map.

In May 2013 Ofsted published ‘Not good enough: PSHE
education in schools’ with the following as the main
recommendations to schools:
 ensure staff are well trained
 sex and relationship education is age
appropriate
 extra-curricular PSHE activities are tracked
 PSHE is delivered across the KS4 curriculum
‘Promoting fundamental British values as part of SMSC in
schools’, November 2014, linked the promotion of British
values to the SMSC curriculum and then in the following
July it became a legal duty to ‘prevent’ pupils becoming
radicalised. This is summarised in the latest School
Inspection Handbook, August 2015, where outstanding
institutions are described as displaying a 'thoughtful and
wide-ranging promotion of pupils’ spiritual, moral, social
and cultural development'.
As a result of the whole curriculum review in 2014 we
made a number of changes to the delivery of PSHE and
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The list is under constant review so current events such
as the EU referendum can be highlighted in assembly
time. Each assembly is delivered by a member of SLT
who also provide a summary poster which is then printed
for display in tutor rooms and on the SMSC notice board.

What have we done so far? - SMSC and British
Values
The aim was that the school ‘lives and breathes SMSC
and British values’. The first step in achieving this was
the inclusion of an SMSC theme in every lesson to ensure
that students are exposed to these issues every lesson of
every day during the academic year. We use a 5 minute
lesson plan and sitting proudly in the corner is the SMSC
‘key’ to the lesson with its union flag background to
emphasise the British value component.
When
completing observations and learning walks this is a
priority for the observer and teacher.

The Torquay Academy 5 minute lesson plan
Although SMSC is in every lesson clearly some topics are
too important and need a sharper focus upon them. Like
all schools we had an assembly rota where various
required topics were discussed by the Progress Leader or
members of the SLT. When evaluated SLT felt that the
topics needed expanding and that some issues were not
addressed by our curriculum. Therefore we began a
process of fortnightly SLT assemblies where we would all
take turns in presenting a range of topics that cover
SMSC and British values themes.

Example posters used in tutor room displays to provide
further information to students
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The aim of the posters is
to
give
further
information
to
the
students on each of the
topic areas and also to
promote
discussion
during tutor time about
the issues. The PSHE
coordinator also shares
useful YouTube clips that
can be used to expand the
topics. Each presentation
is then shared in the
student section of the
school website. So far the
topic list includes school
culture, tolerance of race,
relationships,
general
election,
substance
abuse, fire safety, water
safety, tolerance of age, tolerance of gender, tolerance
of disability, railway safety, gang activity, forced
marriage, e-safety, radicalisation, the EU referendum,
child sexual exploitation and knife culture.



students explore beliefs and values on key moral and
ethical issues from different perspectives e.g.
euthanasia, abortion, life after death, why we are
here and science vs religion;
students explore and examine a range of different
religions and cultures, giving them opportunity to
develop an understanding of multiculturalism,
diversity and respect for others.

What have we done so far? - Sports and Creativity
Within TA we already had a very strong creative arts
department which delivers an outstanding curriculum
and offers extensive opportunities in lunchtime clubs
and after school productions and events. In addition the
PE department offer a huge range of teams and clubs for
the students. The football academy is growing year on
year with continued success in local and national
competitions. To compliment this we have introduced
two activities weeks in the school year. We have
curriculum enrichment week (CEW) in November and a
more traditional activities week in July. The aim of CEW
is to concentrate all of the trips, visits and activities that
are normally spread throughout the year into one week
of focused work. The focus must remain on the
curriculum but the students have really enjoyed
spending an entire day participating in various activities
including alternative sports day, production in a day,
Shakespeare day, Dartmoor photo shoot, beach
painting, various team building events and visits to
university campuses. In the summer activities week the
focus is less on the curriculum but sport and creativity
still figure highly in the activities we offer.

The aim for the future is to improve the quality of
resources provided to tutors so the follow up discussions
can have maximum impact on the students’
understanding of these key issues. The inclusion of SMSC
in every lesson must be mapped by including the
objectives in the department schemes of learning.

What have we done so far? - Culture and Beliefs
Following the curriculum review of 2014 we introduced
Culture and Beliefs as a timetabled subject for every
student in KS3 and made it compulsory at KS4. The aim
was to provide the students with a broader
understanding of the world while also meeting the
‘Spiritual’ part of SMSC. By studying Culture and Beliefs,
the students will investigate the role that religion and
faith plays in the lives of individuals and groups. Students
will be encouraged to challenge other people’s ideas and
evaluate their own thoughts and values. As part of
lessons students learn about a range of moral topics
including religion, the media and democracy. As part of
the curriculum:





Impact and outcomes
What we have done has really embedded PSHE, SMSC
and British values in the daily experience at Torquay
Academy. The next step is to map SMSC and British
values across the curriculum. Taking the statements
from the government publications, we have created a TA
set of SMSC and British values objectives. As staff plan
the new lesson by lesson schemes of learning they will
state which objective they are addressing in each lesson.
Once completed we can measure which areas are
covered well and which areas less so; this information
can then be used to modify the assembly topics and fed
back to middle leaders who can modify the schemes of
learning to address the less well covered topics.

students learn about their rights, for instance, what
are political, legal and human rights?
students understand why there is diversity in the UK
and the impact of migration and integration on
identities and communities;
students discuss how the media informs and
influences the public, including how information
from pressure and interest groups is used;
students are given the opportunity to explore the
beliefs and values from a range of different religions
and cultures;

Torquay Academy SMSC Objectives
1.

2.
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Spiritual - be reflective about their own beliefs,
religious or otherwise, which will inform their
perspective on life and their interest in and respect
for different people’s faiths, feelings and values.
Spiritual - sense of enjoyment and fascination in
learning about themselves, others and the world
around them.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Spiritual - use of imagination and creativity in their
learning and willingness to reflect on their
experiences.
Moral - ability to recognise the difference between
right and wrong and to readily apply this
understanding in their own lives, recognise legal
boundaries and, in so doing, respect the civil and
criminal law of England.
Moral - understanding of the consequences of their
behaviour and actions.
Moral - interest in investigating and offering
reasoned views about moral and ethical issues and
ability to understand and appreciate the viewpoints
of others on these issues.
Social - use of a range of social skills in different
contexts, for example working and socialising with
other pupils, including those from different
religious, ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds.
Social - willingness to participate in a variety of
communities and social settings, including by
volunteering, cooperating well with others and
being able to resolve conflicts effectively.
Social - acceptance and engagement with the
fundamental British values of democracy, the rule
of law, individual liberty and mutual respect and
tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs;
they develop and demonstrate skills and attitudes
that will allow them to participate fully in and
contribute positively to life in modern Britain.
Cultural - understanding and appreciation of the
wide range of cultural influences that have shaped
their own heritage and those of others.
Cultural - understanding and appreciation of the
range of different cultures within school and further
afield as an essential element of their preparation
for life in modern Britain.
Cultural - knowledge of Britain’s democratic
parliamentary system and its central role in shaping
our history and values, and in continuing to develop
Britain.
Cultural - willingness to participate in and respond
positively to artistic, musical, sporting and cultural
opportunities.
Cultural - interest in exploring, improving
understanding of and showing respect for different
faiths and cultural diversity and the extent to which
they understand, accept, respect and celebrate
diversity, as shown by their tolerance and attitudes
towards different religious, ethnic and socioeconomic groups in the local, national and global
communities.

3. Encourage students to accept responsibility for their
behaviour, show initiative, and to understand how
they can contribute positively to the lives of those
living and working in the locality of the school and to
society more widely.
4. Enable students to acquire a broad general
knowledge of and respect for public institutions and
services in England.
5. Further tolerance and harmony between different
cultural traditions by enabling students to acquire an
appreciation for and respect for their own and other
cultures.
6. Encourage respect for other people.
7. Encourage respect for democracy and support for
participation in the democratic processes, including
respect for the basis on which the law is made and
applied in England.

Torquay Academy British Values Objectives
1. Enable students to develop their self-knowledge,
self-esteem and self-confidence.
2. Enable students to distinguish right from wrong and
to respect the civil and criminal law of England.
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Mapping SEND Provision in Key Stage 4
Glyn Penrice, Assistant Principal

Our Key Stage 3 strategy meets these criteria as we have
the clear outcome of improving skills; it is time limited
for the majority of students and progress is measurable.
In Key Stage 4 the outcomes are not always apparent as
there is a shift in emphasis and focus upon the ultimate
outcomes in Key Stage 4 – GCSE Results.

Objectives and Rationale
This case study builds upon the Academy’s transition in
Key Stage 3 to a Data Led Intervention Strategy. In Key
Stage 3 almost all interventions are now conducted in
the Fairfields Centre with students having been
identified by the data provided by the Academy’s
structure of four Learning Cycles each year. The
emphasis is on improving Literacy and Numeracy skills
with the outcomes clearly gauged by the value added
progress the students have made.

Our latest Internal RAISE (Feb 2016)
5 A*-C inc E/M
School %
National %
Non SEND
83%
63%
SEND
54%
23%
Gap 29%
Gap 40%

For example, in Literacy the average reading ages
showed a value added age of 17 months in Year 7.
However the numbers of students in Key Stage 4
accessing interventions in the Fairfields Centre are very
small when compared with Key Stage 3.

Capped Total (Progress 8)
School
Points
Score
Non SEND
330.1
SEND
297.9
Gap 32.2

This case study looks at the reasons why, the barriers and
the way forward.

Background and context
The new SEN Framework has been in place for nearly 2
years and introduced the concept of “outcomes” in
relation to students with EHCPs but the concept easily
lends itself to all students with additional needs in a
school.

Gap
+20
+31

National
Points Score
328.0
235.0
Gap 93

Gap
+2.1
+62

When compared with National Averages, outcomes for
our Key Stage 4 SEND Students are very positive.
Year on year the percentages are increasing:
2013

2014

2015

27%

27%

32%

2016
(Predicted)
49%

This raises the question of why our SEND students are
performing so well when the number of traditional SEND
interventions is much lower than in Key Stage 3. The
sweeping changes to our Key Stage 3 provision were
based upon the research and evidence for the EEF
resulting in data led contextualised interventions using
proven programmes of support, however we do not
replicate this model in Key Stage 4.

The Code of Practice (Para 9.66) states that:

There are also a number of barriers at Key Stage 4 to this
interventionist approach:
 A reluctance from older students to attend individual
interventions – peer pressure
 Lack of proven programmes for Key Stage 4
 Less flexibility due to GCSE courses

An outcome can be defined as the benefit or difference
made to an individual of an intervention. Outcomes are
not a description of the intervention provided e.g.
Speech and Language Therapy, but what is intended
that the Speech and Language Therapy will help the
individual to do that they cannot do now and when it
will be achieved.
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However we come back to the data that shows
something is having an impact on the outcomes for the
SEND students.

Impact and outcomes
During the autumn term I conducted the Year 11 EHCP
reviews. Three students all had similar needs for
cognition and learning and all happened to be in my Year
11 maths group. Their provision maps looked similar to
the one below:
X’s Long Term
Objectives (as taken
from the Statement or
EHCP)
Develop sight
vocabulary

12 Month Desired Outcomes
(what this will mean for
X)

This is what X needs to support him/her

How often will this
happen?

Who is responsible for this support
(named person/ people and agency)?

X is able to improve his
vocabulary across all his
GCSE subjects

1.Daily
2.Daily
3.Daily
4.Daily

1.HoLAS
2.Assisitant Principal SENDCo
3.Teaching Staff
4.HoLA Maths, English and Science

Develop phonic skills

X is able to improve his
phonics skills

1.Key words for topics
2.Access to a dictionary in all lessons
3.Extra time in lessons to complete tasks
4.Reduced class sizes-max 10 in core
subjects
Lexia

Twice a week

Assistant Principal
SENDCO

Improve reading and
spelling age

X is able to achieve his target
grade in his GCSE English
exam

1.Quality First Teaching

1.Daily

2.Lexia/Achieve 3000
3.Reduced class size in English

2.Twice a week
3.Daily

1.Assistant Principal Teaching and
Learning
2.Assistant Principal SENDCo
3.HoLA

Progress in numeracy
skills

X is able to achieve his target
grade in his GCSE Maths
exams

1.Quality First Teaching

1.Daily
2.Daily
3. Weekly.
4.Daily

To become an
independent learner in
order to complete a
given task

X is able to achieve his target
grade in all of his GCSE exams

2.Small class with two teachers
3.Period 6 revision
4.Guided use of Mathswatch using
Question Level Analysis Sheets
1.Access arrangements for GCSE exams

2.Reading Pen
3.Period 6 sessions

It was during these reviews that I realised that the other
students in my maths group were getting almost the
same level of support as the students with an EHCP and
this included some students not on the SEND Register.
From the provision map above, all students in my group
had small class sizes often with two teachers in core
subjects.

1. Each learning
cycle assessment
week.
2.Daily
3.Weekly

1.Assistant Principal Teaching and
Learning
2.Assistant Principal SENDCo
3.Lead for Yr 11 support
4.Maths Teacher
1.Deputy SENDCo

2.Assistant Principal SENDCo
3.Lead for Yr 11 support

We have set ourselves the ambitious target over the next
two years to increase our percentage of students gaining
5 A*-C including Maths and English to over 80% by 2017.
As a school we work hard to improve the results and the
effects are visible in the SEND outcomes. The more
students achieving 5 A*-C including Maths and English
logically means an improvement for SEND students from
this whole school approach to GCSEs.

Access arrangements were in place and these were
replicated in all Pre Public Exams and Assessments with
students paired with the same readers and scribes so
that both student and staff became skilled.
Question Levelled Analysis every Learning Cycle helped
to guide individualised revision and enhanced learning.
At the core is the school focus through CPD and Coaching
on the delivery of Quality First Teaching.

Reflection and next steps
At the moment we commence our KS4 at the end of Year
8 and in Key Stage 4 there is a clear whole school focus
on the outcomes for all students regardless of need their GCSE results.
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The Code of Practice focuses upon the following to which we have responded:
Focus
Teachers are responsible and accountable for the
progress and development of pupils in their class. High
quality, personalised differentiated teaching is the first
step in responding to pupils who may have SEN. The
majority of pupils can make progress through such
teaching.

Whole School Response
Teachers are required to provide regular and structured
feedback to students through formative assessment.
Four times a year they will have to provide evidence of
strategies available to all underperforming students. All
students receive Quality First Teaching which has been
developed through a thorough CPD focus and the
investment in Coaching.
A more consistent approach in lessons focussing on
routines and high expectations.
CPD focussing on Teach Like A Champion strategies.
High quality detailed schemes of learning.

The quality of teaching for pupils with SEN and the
progress made by pupils should be a core part of the
school’s performance management arrangements and its
approach to professional development for all teaching
and support staff.
Class and subject teachers supported by the senior
leadership team, should make regular assessments of
progress for all pupils. Where pupils are falling behind or
making inadequate progress given their age and starting
point they should be given additional support.

The school has four learning cycles which all have an
assessment element so assessment is regular and robust.
In Key Stage 4 subjects use QLA to support students.
Access arrangements in place and practiced.
Graduated response of Assess Plan Do Review meetings
twice a year for all students on the SEND Register.
Regular observations, coaching and book scrutiny.
The use of SEND Rationales in Teaching and Learning
Packs.

Schools should regularly review the quality of teaching
for pupils at risk of underachievement This includes
reviewing teachers’ understanding of strategies to
identify and support vulnerable pupils and their
knowledge of SEN most frequently encountered.



We expect that teaching and support will be of at least
good quality – given the relationship between teaching
and pupils’ progress in the evaluation schedule –
reflecting the view that assessment and teaching should
be regarded as intrinsically connected and not separate
activities. Our own observations show that nearly all
lessons delivered are good or better.






Good practice in the identification and assessment of
pupil needs is a prerequisite for developing and
sustaining good quality SEN provision in schools and
related settings. This practice underpins high aspirations
for pupil achievement regardless of need.






Therefore the model that has developed to support the
SEND students in KS4 also reflects the research
undertaken by the National Foundation for Educational
Research to identify strategies that are common to
schools that are successful in raising attainment for
disadvantaged students:






A whole school ethos of attainment for all
Avoid stereotyping SEND students as all facing
barriers or having less ability
Addressing behaviour and attendance
Effective behaviour strategies are in place, response
is quick to poor attendance and strong social and
emotional support is available
High quality teaching for all
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Emphasis on quality teaching first, providing
consistently high standards by setting expectations,
monitoring performance and sharing best practice
Meeting individual learning needs
Identification of needs and individualised specific
programmes and targets
Deploying staff effectively
Use the best staff with those who need the most
support
Data driven and responding to research
Using data to identify, review and evaluate learning
Clear responsive leadership
Senior and Middle Leaders set high aspirations and
lead by example. All staff, including support staff, are
held accountable and are supported through
excellent CPD.

As part of this review we will not automatically accept
that a pupil achieving below the level expected for their
age or making slower progress than expected will have a
special educational need requiring additional or different
provision. Instead, teachers, together with the SEND
team, will analyse the effectiveness of their teaching
systems for support before deciding that the
identification of SEND is appropriate. Already through
the Graduated Response, we have reduced our SEND
Register by 25% in Years 8 and 9.

The Future
The model of SEND and support is changing, particularly
at KS4 and we need to develop a framework for the
pathways onto and off the SEND Register.
We need to review and develop how we gather our
qualitative evidence to support what our data is showing
at Key Stage 4.
This will include:
 SEND Learning Walks to identify good practice,
particularly if supported by our data but also to
monitor how the Teaching and Learning Packs are
being used to deliver Quality First Teaching;
 Developing a SEND Forum for students and parents;
 Monitoring that reflects good practice already
embedded in other areas such as book scrutiny for
SEND;
 Ensuring that all information regarding students with
SEND is used in a consistent way to inform planning.

We will actively seek to improve provision as a whole
school to meet a wider range of needs – through well
differentiated classroom and subject teaching – rather
than assuming that it always needs to introduce
specialist additional provision.
The whole school approach to meeting any needs of any
of our students will look very different to the map we
currently have.

The student is still at the heart
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All Inclusive CPD at Torquay Academy
Nichole Sanders, Assistant Principal

Whist this team is relatively new they have had a large
impact on the school currently and next year the team is
to grow and they will have increased responsibility to
support whole school CPD to ensure we meet the needs
of the school to achieve its wildly important goals and
SEF.

Vision
To provide a full offer of Career Professional
Development that supports all staff in meeting the needs
of the school whilst developing individuals within their
individual career paths.

Key Objectives




External Courses – this is a streamlined approach to only
accept CPD that is of the highest quality and is likely to
have the most impact. The courses attended over the
last year range from subject specific exam courses to
visiting schools that have excellent/outstanding practice
within specific areas with the focus to support our own
next steps.

Create a CPD offer that supports teachers at
different points in their career.
Enable staff to support each other in their
development.
Staff discussing Teaching and Learning and trying
new strategies in their own classrooms.

Background and context

TAPD – Torquay Academy Development Group – these
groups were about challenging teachers to look at
different T&L strategies based on assessment. These
TAPD sessions provide opportunities to try things out,
take risks, make mistakes and learn from them with
support of other teachers. The sessions have focussed on
the EEF (Education Endowment Foundation) work on
assessment and combined with our own work on Teach
Like a Champion. Some of the key areas covered have
been:
 Learning intentions
 Exit Tickets
 Hinge questions
 Marking
 Formative use of summative assessments / Turn and
talk
 Positive Framing
 Revisit TLAC Strategies

Whist the school had made huge strides to develop
Teaching and Learning, 2015-16 was the first year where
all staff were action coached. We also held our second
T&L Conference at the start of the academic year.
It was really important that we offered a range of CPD
but also looked at how we could use the skills and
resources that we already had within the school. We no
longer put staff on external courses that had little to no
impact on the classrooms - it was time to make it count.
The Lead Practitioner Team – this is made up of five
specialists within their own subject. Currently we have
two mathematicians, two English teachers and one
scientist. Not only are they developing their subject area
and supporting coaching and CPD, they also have a whole
school responsibility, such as Most Able, supporting the
teacher training or NQTs. The wide range of support
offered is testament to the skills and expertise they have
brought to the school. This team supports every aspect
of CPD and this ensures the quality of the provision. Each
member is also coached to develop their own expertise
within their roles. Our LPs also work with individual
teachers who need further support to meet the teaching
standards and this is dependent on the need of the
individual.

These groups have strengthened throughout the year
giving teachers an opportunity to really talk about T&L
and then create and share good practice between them.
The next steps is for this to be shared back to
departments. Currently 85% of staff attend these
sessions on a regular basis working alongside the T&L
Data cycles.
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T&L Handbook – the handbook provides information
about the teaching and learning at Torquay Academy.
This guide explains to old and new teachers the 5 Rs and
the procedures followed by the school to improve
outcomes for our students. Guidance is also given on
coaching and the Teach Like a Champion strategies we
follow.
This is to ensure
consistency across the school
and support for new staff to get
to know the expectations and
ethos of the way we develop
T&L at Torquay Academy.

Action Coaching – Whole School – action coaching has
moved to its second phase and it is now being embedded
across the school. All teachers are coached with middle
management receiving coaching specific to their role
within the school and having the opportunity to look at
difficult conversations to leading and setting a vision for
their department/team. The overall impact of coaching
is positive with staff clearly appreciating the individual
CPD that it provides. This open dialogue supports the
culture that has been developed over the last two years
of talking about teaching and learning and looking at
ways to be even better.

Twilights – these have been designed on the Doug
Lemov, Teach Like A Champion techniques and they
support the conference held at the start of the year with
the aim to develop the strategies in the classroom to
support teachers to keep their students engaged,
focussed and learning. The philosophy behind the
twilights is that the teachers have the opportunity to
refine their craft and practice the key techniques before
they go live! Having had the opportunity to see this work
in American schools and be part of a TLAC conference
gave me the context needed to present these strategies
back at TA and also develop the coaching process
alongside.

‘Teachers need consistent, regular feedback and
practice to improve their craft.’
Coaching underpins the rest of the CPD offered at TA and
it is an integral part of taking TA from ‘Requires
improvement’ to ‘Outstanding’.

Reflections and next steps
There is still much to do to ensure that CPD is embedded
into the culture of the school and becoming a focal point
of department meetings. CPD should not be an add on
but part of every day and the want to improve.

TLAC/LLAC (Teach Like a Champion/Learn Like a
Champion) – supporting the teaching cycles in the school
and the TAPD sessions, strategies
are shared with staff every two
weeks by poster to show the key
strategy for the next two weeks.
Presentations are created for
tutors to share with their tutor
groups to help teach the students
about the strategies and what is
expected of them.

Over the next year coaching needs to be consistent to
have a larger impact and be the best CPD offered to all.
The quality needs to be assessed to ensure that all staff
are getting the benefits from this expensive but highly
effective development tool. We have a CPD offer that
supports teachers at different points in their career and
gives every opportunity for teachers to grow within the
school.
Next year will see the introduction of termly T&L updates
to cover key topics that supports the school moving
forward.
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Year 11: Extending the school day – helping
Year 11 exceed expectations
Owen Gratton, Lead Practitioner – Extended SLT
Objectives and rationale
When comparing the new and past Year 11, it was also
noticed that the past Year 11 group had a larger
proportion of self-motivated students who worked at
home and had the skills required to be self-successful.
We knew that by making the time mandatory it would
help the new Year 11 gain a better work ethic.

Vision: For every Year 11 student to have meaningful
targeted intervention, which allowed them to exceed
expectations in their GCSEs.
The key objectives of the vision were:
1. Extended day for Year 11 students to allow them to
maximise their personal outcomes.
2. Targeted revision and intervention sessions which
moved students forward with specialised teachers.
3. Personalised programmes for each student, allowing
them to maximise their chances of 5 best grades, 8
best grades, and giving each Year 11 student the best
post-16 opportunities possible.

There was already an established culture of offering a
period 6 so there was no need to alter the staff’s view, as
the staff knew the value of period 6 for their students.
This made the process easier, however we still followed
the Kotter change process as a change was required from
the students.

Impact and outcomes

To meet the vision, time for the intervention had to be
found – this was found at the end of the school day,
meaning that the length of the Academy day was
extended until 4.00pm every Tuesday and Wednesday
for all Year 11 students, with an optional session on
Thursdays and Fridays. This provided an additional 2-3
hours of intervention and teaching per week for each
Year 11 student. Educational research indicates that
longer school days are one of the most powerful ways of
school improvement. The very significant benefits of an
extended school day were outlined by Elizabeth Truss
MP, Education and Childcare Minister, on the 17th June
2014.

To maximise the impact for each student the students
had to be selected for the correct interventions in the
right subjects, with targeted learning outcomes. All the
subject leaders were asked which students they wanted,
why and for an estimate of how long. This was collated
through the use of google sheets and the purposes of the
intervention varied from coursework catch up to topic
specific intervention.

Background and context
In 2015 Torquay Academy achieved its highest 5 A* to C
(including Eng and Maths), making Torquay Academy
one of the top 3 improved schools in the south west.

Student specific requests for intervention
Using this information and the students’ fine grades for
predicted outcomes a 3:00-4:00pm timetable was
designed, with a September focus on ensuring students
caught up with coursework, then English and Maths.

One of the many reasons for this was the use of time at
the end of the school day for revision sessions. After
reviewing the performance of individual students a
group of students were identified who had not made the
progress we believed they could have, as they had not
engaged with the revision.

Fine grade sheet used to identify students requiring
period 6 for progress
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Students who were on track with coursework and English
and Maths were assigned to other subjects (science
first). The underlying principle behind this was that as
soon as the intervention was completed the student
could stop attending the intervention and move on to
another intervention, allowing the students a chance to
achieve more than their potential.

As the year progressed the subject leaders refined their
tracking sheets meaning the intervention sessions were
more specific. An example is with English who chose to
have individual one on one sessions to fix specific
student issues.
After the March PPEs and completion of controlled
assessment and coursework, the period 6 moved to
being totally exam focused with students learning the
key skills that they could not do which were identified
from HOLAs analysing QLA.

The moving of interventions allowed a real pinpointing
of learning. The biggest bonus of this from the student’s
point of view was that the student knew they were being
rewarded for the use of their time. These were some of
the short term wins of the Kotter model.

Mid-term Period 6 change request
Shortly after starting the process a cohort were
identified who were on track and not in need of
intervention. This meant that there was an opportunity
for students to study for an extra qualification. These
students studied for the ECDL qualification.

Example of student specific QLA used by maths which
was part of identifying the students’ needs for
intervention.

The students were given the timetable and expected to
attend, any non-attending student were given a 4:005:00pm detention the following day. Failure to attend
would cause an escalation through the behaviour system
which was logged and tracked through the use of class
charts.

This final adjustment gave the Year 11 students the
opportunity to gain the key skills they needed to
maximise their chances of success in the June exams.
The effect of the extension of the school day was seen in
various subjects.

Class chart missed period 6
After the initial settling in period very few students were
in the detention for missed period 6 as the students
could see the benefits of the interventions and saw they
were making progress.

Subject

2015
A*-C

2016
A*-C

88%
67%

2015
3 plus
levels of
progress
93%
81%

2016
3 plus
levels of
progress
97%
79%

2015
4 plus
levels of
progress
49%
30%

2016
4 plus
levels of
progress
67%
35%

English
Maths
Science
Core
Science
additional
English Lit
History
Geography
Food

90%
75%
42%

54%

40%

63%

13%

25%

39%

54%

33%

60%

13%

25%

56%
49%
36%
15%

69%
53%
29%
35%

50%
46%
29%
15%

75%
58%
35%
47%

20%
28%
11%
0%

39%
33%
18%
20%

Next steps
To develop this further as an Academy we now need to
make two major changes – one in tracking and one in
intervention.

Throughout the year the needs and requirements were
reviewed, especially after any data entry points and PPE
exams through comparing predicted results and needs.
This continued through until the end of the school year.
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1. Tracking – we need to develop our Personalised
Learning Checklists further and embed the tracking
into the teaching and assessment so that areas of
intervention can be identified quicker and easier.
2. Alter intervention so it is part of the learning cycle
within the school, as a part of a third wave of
intervention. This would mean that all students have
intervention when they need it, not at the end of the
school year.
This will lead to a reduction in Year 11s having an
extended day, with an increase of extended day sessions
for students across the Academy to catch up when they
have fallen behind in their learning. It will also lead to
more types of intervention which should reduce
teachers’ workloads thus allowing them to produce
better lessons and better learners therefore reducing the
need even more for intervention.
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Embedding Safeguarding and Child Protection at
Torquay Academy
Elaine Watling, Child Protection Officer
My vision last year was for Torquay Academy to be a
vigilant school where all staff were aware of their
responsibility to safeguard our young people. I wanted
staff to have an understanding of the different types of
child abuse and recognise the signs.

and any Children Services involvement. Cases are
discussed and further actions agreed. Information is
shared enabling all members of the team to have the
knowledge to support students from their Year group.
The Pastoral team have had extra training along with the
Teaching Assistants on the CSE toolkit and have been
included in meetings with the local Police team and
social workers, especially the TESS (Torbay Education
Safeguarding Service) social workers. Initially they
attended meetings such as Child in Need and Team
Around the Family with me but, as a result of training and
increased confidence, they now attend on my behalf.
There is always a pre meeting discussion and debrief.

In September 2015 we started the academic year with
inset delivered by Andy Martin, with the emphasis on
Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE). The focus was on how
important and central safeguarding was to the daily life
of our community. Everyone from the Principal to our
cooks and cleaners had to attend the training with Andy
or with me and sign to confirm that they had read the
Academy’s Safeguarding and Child Protection policy and
the DfE Keeping Children safe in Education.

Torbay now uses the Signs of Safety format for all child
protection, CIN, TAFs and strategy meetings. The
Pastoral team has been trained by me in this approach
and we will adopt this fully into our way of working from
September 2016. Mandy Saint has been part of the
working group to redesign the lengthy SHEF
(Safeguarding Hub Enquiry Form) form. This is now
simpler and set out to follow the Signs of Safety model.

The new academic year also started with the launch of
the Student Hub. In this one central area we now have:
 four Progress Leaders and their Assistants
 PCSO
 Behaviour Centre
 Mr Chadwick, Leader of Behaviour and the child
protection staff
 Mrs Watling, Child Protection Officer
 Mrs Saint, Deputy Child Protection Officer

Looking back on the academic year it is the development
of the Pastoral team and their key work in keeping our
students safe that is so noteworthy. I can now delegate
and have confidence in the team around me that they
have the skills and knowledge to protect our students.

The Hub, brightly and clearly signposted has a reception
and seating area for the students. It was organised so
that there was always someone from the pastoral team
there during the day. The Year 11 team were only a short
distance away from the Hub along the corridor.

Safeguarding is paramount at Torquay Academy. The
safeguarding team lanyard has now increased from 3 to
6. We are all identified by yellow lanyards and all have
attended training. A valuable addition to the
Safeguarding team has been Rachel Harvey, our school
counsellor. The safeguarding team are advertised all
over the Academy.

In a large school a supportive and effective pastoral team
is essential. The Progress Leader Assistants (PLAs) do not
teach and their working day focus is to support the
students. We have worked together for several years and
have always communicated well but to be working
within a few metres of one another has meant
conversations and discussions were immediate.

Effective safeguarding not only depends on excellent
team work and systems in the Academy but also needs
collaboration with outside agencies. The relationship
building has continued. Torquay Academy is respected in
Torbay for its willingness to support agencies, provide
information and support students above and beyond the
norm. We return phone calls and supply information
promptly. All meetings are attended and reports
provided even during the holidays.

We quickly established the use of the Concern Sheet.
Concerns are reported by staff on the form and returned
to the Hub. There is then a discussion and actions agreed.
The actions have ranged from a PLA speaking to the
student and ringing the parent to me relaying the
concerns into the Safeguarding Hub immediately.
The Pastoral team have met weekly on a Friday. Each PLA
maintains the file for their Year group detailing concerns
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Our families are supported. Again the building of the
relationship between home and school is paramount.
When needed parents are given my mobile number and
contact is maintained in the holidays and weekends.
Child protection and the needs of our children and
families do not stop on a Friday evening or when term
ends.

and, apart from some issues with the ePEP programme,
they have continued to be of a high standard. The
progress of CLAs is closely monitored so they can achieve
their full potential.
An Audit of safeguarding has been carried out during the
summer term, overseen by the Principal, Mark Bindon
and Leo Critchlow. This has enabled me and the team to
focus on what is done well and the areas that need to be
developed further.

In October PCSO Martin Rushworth left the Academy to
take up another role within the Police force. He has been
missed but the work and knowledge he established in
the Academy has continued. The local Police team visit
and work within the Academy and the local community.

Returning to my vision from last year of wanting Torquay
Academy to be a vigilant school where all staff are aware
of their responsibility to safeguard our young people and
to have an understanding of child abuse and recognise
its signs, how successful has that been?
 Staff report concerns on a regular basis
 Staff and students do know more about CSE, dangers
of sexting, FGM and Forced marriage
 Prevent is accepted as another part of safeguarding
 The team has grown from three to six
 The pastoral team are trained and confident in how
to safeguard students

The Academy hosts the monthly MACSE (missing and
child sexual exploitation) meetings. Information sharing
and work is done to protect runaways and young people
at risk of CSE in Torbay by the Police and other agencies.
This work has been recognised as a beacon of excellence
in Devon and Cornwall.
We live in a rapidly changing world. Young people today
face challenges and dangers that the teenagers of ten
years ago didn’t. Social media and gaming brings many
dangers: sexting, bullying, grooming and being exploited.
Ensuring our young people are protected from all of
these is a mammoth task. PSHEE days and assemblies
have delivered the information and the messages that
help to protect them during the year. It is information
that will have to be repeated over and over again as
youth has innocence and disbelief that bad things can’t
happen to them. The challenge is how to keep delivering
the knowledge without boring our young people and
sounding as if it is nagging. The difficult topics of Forced
Marriage and FGM have been covered. The response to
these very difficult topics reflected a maturity, empathy
and an open mindedness of our young people. National
CSE day in March was prepared for by assemblies and
activities in tutorial time culminating in every tutor group
producing a hand pledge form to stop CSE.

The past months have laid a firm foundation of
knowledge and good practice to safeguard our young
people in the Academy; the plans for the next 12 months
will embed safeguarding at the core of the Academy and
equip our young people to keep themselves safe in our
ever changing world.

Next year – the way forward
 Prevent – further training for staff as well as sessions
for students including a safe forum for debate and
discussion on radicalisation and extremism
 New staff- training before they start teaching
 Attachment awareness training will be completed by
Karen Staton and myself. Attachment awareness
training for staff and practice among our vulnerable
students.
 Helen Chandler from the Children’s Society will be in
the Academy for two and half days every week. She
will be working with all students on appropriate
relationships, CSE, sexting, the effects of
pornography and running boys and girls groups.
 Checkpoint will run workshops on the dangers of
drugs and alcohol.
 Revisiting key topics in Assemblies
 Sessions giving information for parents

I have completed the Prevent training and am now a
Prevent trainer. The staff attended the WRAP training.
The Academy is now ready to develop the PREVENT work
for staff and students.
It is essential that our students are prepared for the
world they live in, that they know how to keep
themselves safe and protect and support their fellow
students.

Children Looked After
This year saw the introduction of ePEPs in Torbay. A PEP
is now done every term instead of every six months. This
is so much better as it gives the opportunity to review
and change support as needed. The annual audit of PEPs
has taken place with Leo Critchlow (Vice Chair of
Governors) and Dave Richards from the Virtual school
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Improving the Academy environment and
facilities making it more conducive to learning
Claire Beckett, Finance Director
The school had previously been painted two shades of
mint green throughout. Over the last year all circulation
areas have now been painted white. This has created a
fresher more welcoming environment. A programme of
painting all offices and classrooms is now in place.

Objectives and rationale
To support the focus of improvement in teaching and
learning by ensuring Academy facilities matched the
needs of the changing curriculum.
It was also desired to create an environment where
students would be inspired to learn and to achieve,
creating a better student experience.

2. Put new signage around the school
 University signs

Background and context
Whilst the school was recently built the building was
bland and lacked inspiration. There was little colour in
the building. The addition of wall graphics in 2014
showing the 2020 Vision of the Academy had captured
everyone’s attention; students, staff and visitors are
provided with a warm welcome and there is a positive
feeling to the building.
It had been identified that for the improvement in
science, more and better facilities were required.
Funding was available but due to limited resources it was
necessary to work closely with the Torbay Development
Agency (TDA) to ensure that the funds available were
utilised efficiently to achieve the requirements of the
school. Outline plans existed but it was necessary for
these to be implemented.




Alumni and pathways to different employment
Growth Mindset decals – the addition of growth
mindsets around the school provides a subliminal
message to students and adults alike that in turn
creates a positive mindset.

In preparation for and during the academic year 2015-16
many new ideas were considered and actioned to create
an inspirational environment for the students to learn
and the staff to teach in.

Actions
The following projects have been implemented
throughout the year:
1. Paint the atrium and make more vibrant with the
addition of a feature wall

3. Create a student hub
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The setting up of the student hub for Years 8, 9 and 10
has created a central place for students in need of
pastoral support to go. This has reduced the incidence of
students wandering around school looking for someone.
The hub is manned throughout the day and reception
seating provides a place for students to ‘chill out’.
4. Create new Sixth Form zone and furnish to give
them independence

6. Improve sports field
The sports field was reseeded during the summer of
2015. With the new Sixth Form BTec football course
starting, better grass facilities were needed for football
matches and training.
The improved facilities has also led to the use of
Academy facilities by Torquay United Football Club. This
has resulted in a reciprocal agreement with the Academy
team being able to play at Plainmoor. This is turn has
added to the professionalism and respect of our own
teams.
7. Sports Hall
As a result of damage to the sports hall floor during the
year, the opportunity arose to improve the facilities and
create a state of the art sports environment. As well as
upgrading the floor, logos were added and the sports
centre painted.
The Sixth Form centre includes a separate reception and
office, workroom, common room and café area. It
provides an independent area for students to work and
socialise. They have access to refreshments all day to
help support an independent work ethic.
5. Create a SEN hub
The SEN hub has provided a central place for students
with special educational needs and vulnerable students
to feel safe and supported. The SEN hub includes Thrive,
Fairfields and literacy support. This area offers a space
for small group and one to one support.
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8. Creation and celebration of achievement, an Ethic
of Excellence culture and a High Performance
Academy

10. Ensure new science labs are approved and
completed

An area of the school has been set aside to showcase
excellent work from all areas of the curriculum and extracurricular activities. The inclusion of a digital screen
allows screening of drama and music performances on a
continual basis.

9. Create new ICT rooms

The conversion of four classrooms into three state of the
art science laboratories has revolutionised the teaching
of science at the Academy. The striking landscape design
of the benching allows for good whole class supervision
of both theory and practical lessons. The design of the
labs incorporates a feature wall and this compliments
the colour scheme within the rooms. All other labs are
gradually being converted to a similar layout to improve
their learning environment.

The creation of dedicated ICT rooms for ICT and Music
Technology has greatly enhanced the teaching of ICT and
music. Dedicated PCs and iMacs rather than mobile
devices (netbooks and laptops) have improved both
functionality and the complexity and range of
programmes that are now used. These have enhanced
the learning experiences of the students.
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The new labs were handed over on 6 June 2016.

The addition of new classrooms to the main building and
a dining room extension will further enhance the school
and provide capacity for excellent teaching in all subject
areas.

11. Lecterns and visualisers to support teaching
Following a pilot experiment with adjustable lecterns in
classrooms, these have now been rolled out across the
whole school. These along with visualisers will
revolutionise the way teachers address the class and
support the many new teaching strategies that are
already being embedded.

Further work now needs to be done to secure the
implementation of this project.

Outcomes and impact
The above projects have all contributed to an enhanced
teaching and learning environment for all students and
staff at the Academy. The inspirational spaces have
enhanced student motivation.
This is demonstrated through the continual
improvement of the school culture, behaviour and
engagement of the students.
Feedback from all stakeholders has demonstrated the
appreciation of all of those who benefit.
The dedicated spaces for Sixth Form, SEN and pastoral
support have all had a positive impact and students feel
safe and valued.

Next steps

Develop plans for new theatre and extra
classrooms

Whilst the learning environment has already greatly
improved there is no complacency. Ensuring the
implementation of the theatre and new classrooms
project is a high priority and is a medium term project.

Throughout the year plans have been developed for a
new theatre and additional classrooms. Planning
approval has now been granted. The theatre will double
as a teaching space for dance and gym as well as acting
as an assembly space and a function area. The theatre
will also have two PE classrooms and two dry changing
areas.

Immediate projects include the installation of new CCTV
around the school which will add to the safeguarding of
all students. The work to enhance classrooms with a new
coat of paint and displays will continue.

A built in lighting and sound room and retractable
seating will provide an inspirational performance space
with sufficient capacity for assemblies and
performances.

The development and extension of the ICT network will
also form part of further improvements.
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Underpinning school improvement through
exceptional governance
Vince Flower, Chair of Governors
The Governing Body was recently nominated for a
National Governors’ Association Award. I am very proud
to be the Chair of this outstanding group of governors
whom have overseen the development of Torquay
Academy. The following text is taken from the
nomination.

other key strategic priorities. Again this is prominently
displayed in the main atrium of the school to ensure the
whole school community is aware of the strategic
direction.
The Principal and his team of senior and middle leaders
are held to account through the regular governing body
meetings and governor visits to the school. The
governing body sub-committees were restructured to
facilitate this oversight with the creation of three new
sub-committees: Safeguarding and Teaching & Learning;
Curriculum and Narrowing the Gap; Finance and Estates.
Senior leaders attend meetings and present on their
areas of oversight. The Chairs of the committees have
successfully fostered an environment where honesty and
openness prevails; governors act as critical friends,
challenge and ensure leaders are held to account. For
their part, senior leaders present governors with a ‘warts
and all’ view of the school to enable them to make the
challenging decisions that are required of them and
ensure the school’s improvement journey is led from the
governing body. Middle leaders are called to subcommittees based upon need; quantitative data and
more qualitative information garnered from visits inform
the decisions of whom they wish to see and question
further.

Why is the work of the governing board outstanding?
The governing body has led transformation of the
Academy from one that was under-subscribed, had an
insecure financial future with some of the lowest
outcomes in the country to the highest performing
coastal school in the country (5th highest in South West),
being heavily over-subscribed with a sound financial
footing. They have overseen the recruitment of a new
Principal and Finance Director, whom they have worked
with to restructure the leadership of the school.
Results have leapt from 28% 5ACEM to 62% in two years
and in 2016 the school received a Progress 8 score of
0.59. The school has been one of the most improved
schools in the country for the past two years. In order to
achieve this there has been a significant change in the
teaching staff and jump in the quality of teaching and
learning in the school. Through their links with senior
and middle leaders, governors know the school and are
able to place their focus upon areas that require support;
this critical approach yields improved outcomes for their
students.

These systems have also enabled senior leaders to better
discharge their operational duties as they have access to
a wealth of data and information. One example of this is
the reporting of student achievement. Governors
wished to see a more detailed breakdown of student
achievement that would enable them to target their
questions and oversight better; as a result of this the
school now produces a RAISE document after each data
harvest for the Curriculum and Narrowing the Gap
committee. This RAISE document is now the key
document of analysis for not only leaders at all levels, but
also classroom teachers as they are able to focus upon
the key students who are yet to meet their very
challenging target grades.

How does the governing body fulfil its key functions?
Upon the arrival of the new Principal in January 2014, the
governing body wanted to set a clear vision for the future
of the school. They gathered the views of all
stakeholders and created a Vision 2020 document that
outlined the school they wished Torquay Academy to
become by 2020. This document detailed the school in
twelve key areas. To make the vision accessible to all it
was transformed into a piece of art that sits on an 8 by 2
metre wall in the heart of the school.
The ethos is embedded through the school through their
answers to Why, What and How. The key words
“everyone succeeds” and “students first” are the
foundations that decisions are based upon. In order to
work towards this vision the strategic priorities for the
next three years are set. For clarity these are aligned
with the five key Ofsted judgments; in each of the areas
a WIG (Wildly Important Goal) is identified along with

The finances of the school have now been transformed
with a detailed three year budget being reported six
times a year alongside the monitoring report. This has
ensured governors have been able to plan spending to
ensure the school moves away from the in-year deficit to
a balanced budget, whilst ensuring the outcomes of
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present students are not compromised. Student
outcomes are testament to how successful this has been.

governors’ commitment to work with all stakeholders to
improve outcomes.

What has the board done beyond the above basic
expectations
to develop
exemplary
practice?
The governing body are fiercely ambitious for Torquay
Academy; they simply are not satisfied with being the
“secondary modern” in a small local authority with three
grammar schools. There is a shared commitment to
ensuring that prior attainment and background are not
limiting factors in the achievement of Torquay
Academy’s students. This unwavering belief is driven
from the Chair and Vice Chair of Governors who ensure
all governors share in the vision and values. Governors
knew that for them to have a demonstrable impact upon
the school they had to really get to know every aspect of
the school to enable them to make the required strategic
decisions. A new, more focused SEF was requested; this
highlighted that there were significant changes that
needed to be made. Given the financial situation facing
the school, a significant piece of work was undertaken by
the governors to ensure that the school could afford the
changes that would unleash improvements.

The governing body knew that these staffing changes
were only part of the solution to improving the quality of
teaching and therefore student outcomes; they financed
the introduction of the most comprehensive teacher
improvement programme. With the employment of the
new Assistant Principal they made a commitment that
every teacher would have an inclass coaching session
followed up by a face to face coaching session. This
supports their belief in Professor Dylan Wiliam’s words
that “every teacher needs to improve, not because they
are not good enough, but because they can be even
better”. This has led to the school featuring heavily in a
Teaching Leaders’ book about coaching and as the case
study school in Peter Matthew’s new book about
coaching. This is another example of bold financial
management in order to improve the outcomes of young
people.
Improving the quality of the leadership of the school has
been another key driver in the success of Torquay
Academy. Increased scrutiny of senior and middle
leadership has been matched with increased investment
in their skills. Leading educational coach and trainer
Andy Buck was approached to work with the school’s
leaders and governors. Increasing the leadership
capability has been as important as improving the quality
of the teaching in achieving what have been quite
remarkable results.

To support the understanding of the school, governors
signed up to being part of Challenge Partners. This
annual review provide governors with an annual external
verification of the school’s judgments. Governors also
play an important role in the review by taking part in
learning walks and lesson observations; these have been
key in triangulating the leaders’ reports. In the last
review School Improvement Strategies were deemed to
be outstanding; the only even better if identified was
“the academy further embedded its strategies for
continued school improvement”!

The Progress 8 score in 2016 was 0.59 (top 5 schools in
South West) making Torquay Academy one of the most
improved schools in the UK in 2015 and 2016. The
highlight of the results was probably the English GCSE
results which showed significantly positive value added
with 88% A*-C with progress being significantly above
national progress: 97% 3 LoP & 67% 4 LoP. Following
these results the National Schools Commissioner, Sir
David Carter, visited the school and met with the
leadership team and governing body. Following the visit,
Torquay Academy was invited to form a group with 12
schools that he dubbed his race to outstanding group. A
meeting for the 12 heads was subsequently held at the
school.

A decision was made that the senior team required more
capacity to make the significant changes that the school
needed. An increase in the teaching loads of all senior
leaders was the creative solution that enabled the
expansion of the team. Three specialist Assistant
Principals were employed to lead on improving
behaviour, teaching and data management. These
appointments, in combination with the new Principal
and Finance Director, gave the school the team required
to make the significant changes. The acknowledgement
that significant changes to the curriculum and teaching
staff had to be made meant that the governors had to
lead on staff restructuring and significant HR issues.
Whilst challenging, and sometimes difficult, the
relentless drive for improvement ensured the changes
continued to be led from the very top.

This national attention, along with many visits from
other schools, demonstrates how far the school has
moved in such a short period of time. Ofsted judgments
have moved from Requires Improvement to Good (the
reality being, from the brink of Special Measures to the
cusp of Outstanding), but this doesn’t really tell the tale
of the work of the governing body. You feel it as you walk
into the school and it is demonstrated by the incredible
outcomes of the students who attend the school.

A JCC was established by the governors and there are
strong relationships with staff and local trade union
representations. These strong links demonstrate the
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IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
TORQUAY ACADEMY OR TO ARRANGE A TOUR,
PLEASE GET IN TOUCH.
Torquay Academy, Cricketfield Road,
Torquay, Devon TQ2 7NU
T: 01803 329351
E: admin@TQacademy.co.uk
www.TQacademy.co.uk

